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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Guidance services in American public schools
are becoming
increasingly aware of the relevence of group
procedures to enhance the

effectiveness of the typical school guidance
program.

G^deHnes

In the book,

for Future Re search on G rou p Counseling in
the Publ ic School

Setting, the American Personnel and Guidance
Association (1967) states
that, "In recent years there has been a resurgence
of interest in group

procedures to enhance the effectiveness of the typical
school guidance

program [P. v 3 ."
Public education in the United States has largely developed
as a
gi

oup educational process

(i.e. one teacher for two or more students).

In this educational environment guidance services have
developed to meet

the educational, vocational, and personal-social needs of students.

Group techniques become extremely important in the guidance counselor’s
role when one considers the large numbers of students with which public

school guidance personnel cope with.
G uidance

(Wrenn, 1962, Shaw, 1965)

may be implemented in schools however

,

but may remain in-

effective unless its services are utilized by students whose needs

guidance

is

designed to meet.

services and students
1962, Crow and Crow,

is

Thus communication between guidance

an important aspect of school guidance,

1962)

(Wrenn

Therefore, guidance departments utilize a

variety of techniques to communicate guidance services to students, such

1

Words underlined in this section are defined in this chapter under the
heading "Definition of Terms".

2

as, career days, assemblies, planned
appointments, meetings with parents

and printed literature.

However, several recent studies indicate
that

the most effective source of student
utilization and acceptance of

guidance services
counselors.

is

through direct contact and experience with
the school

(Brough, 1965, Rippee, 1965)

The basis of these studies was

to identify the origins or sources of students'

ward guidance and guidance counselors.

ideas and attitudes to-

That fact alone, of studying

students' perceptions of the counselor's role,

is

recognition of the im-

portance of attitudes in the utilization of guidance.

3

SOME THEORY OF: ATTITUDES, ATTITUDE CHANGE
AND ROLE PLAYING

ATTITUDES

:

In reference to attitudes. Jahoda

(1966) states that, "For several

decades now there has been in the literature
on attitudes a continuous

undercurrent of controversy over both the theoretical
and the operational

definition of the term (attitude)

».

^ p.

For the purposes of this study attitude

is

defined as, an enduring

system of positive or negative evaluations, emotional
feelings, and pro
and con tendencies with respect to a social object.
in agreement with Krech et al.,

(1962

)

This definition is

and Shaftel and Shaftel

(1967).

As the individual develops, his cognitions, feelings, and
action

tendencies witn respect to the various objects in his world become or-

ganized into these enduring systems.

Thus, Krech et al., (1962) state,

"Man’s social actions are directed by his attitudes Tp.

139*j

The concept attitude is derived from the latin ’aptus', ’fitness',
or ’adaptedness' connoting a subjective or mental state of preparation

for action as well as having an overt behavioral significance.

Allport (1954) states, "Attitude connotes

a

As

neuropsvchic scate of

readiness for mental and physical activity^?. 43
J."

Allport (1954)

further states, "However they might disagree upon the nature of attitudes
as they appear in consciousness, all investigators, even the most

orthodox, come to admit attitudes as an ind ispens ible part of their

psychological armamentarium £p, 44 J

."

4

Some kind of preparation is essential
before an individual can make
a

satisfactory observation, pass suitable
judgements, or make any but the

most primitive reflex type of response.
is

Jahoda (1966) points out that

it

considered by many psychologists that attitudes
guide the individual

in these observations and judgements.

Generally, attitudes determined

for each individual what he will see and hear,
what he will think and

what he will do.

Newcomb (1966) writes that, "The notion of attitude
has

been found useful,

if

not ind ispens ible

,

because it provides

a

conceptual

bridge between persisting psychological states of the
individual and

persisting objects of orientation in that individual’s world

Jp

The significance of an attitude is to be found in the effects
it

exerts upon current experiences and the appraisal of new conditions.

Asch (1966) states that, ’’Generally an attitude functions as an orientation to and context for current events

Q>

•

34

]

In defining attitudes as systems, there is

interrelatedness of the

three components: evaluation, feelings, and tendencies, in an attitude

system (Krech, et al., 1962).

Krech et al., (1952) further state "The

cognitions of an individual about an object are influenced by his feelings and certain tendencies toward the object.

And

a

change in his

cognitions about the object will tend to produce changes in his feelings
and action tendencies toward it

139?

[p.

•"

Attitudes have several primary characteristics which are involved
attitude formation.

Attitudes have

they have directions, either

a

valence characteristic, that is,

favorable or unfavorable toward an object

and they have a degree of favorability or non-favorabi

li ty

.

Valence,

in

5

that is the direction or degree of
favorability or non-favorabi

1 i

ty to-

ward an object, applies to each of the
three components of an attitude
system.

Krech et al., (1962) write that,

there is

a

components

''The

evidence suggests that

general trend toward consistency in valence
among attitudinal

£p. l£5)

Other characteristics of attitudes indicate

that the components of an attitude may vary
with respect to the degree
of mult l plexi ty

,

that is the number and variety of the elements
or parts

making up the component.

These elements vary due to the individual's

knowledge of the object perceived, the inclusiveness
or 'general whole*
of the object perceived, the centrality of
the object persisting in the

individual's consciousness, and the kind of reward perceived
by an
individual toward an object (Krech et al., 1962; Newcomb, Turner
and

Converse, 1965).
The total set of attitudes of an individual makes up his attitude

constellation.

Few attitudes can be thought of as existing in

state of isolation.

a

complete

Attitudes tend to form clusters with other attitudes

thus having heterogeneous attitudes,

(i.

e.

some religious, some

political, and some scientific) which interact with each other.

Thus,

Newcomb et al., (1965) are led to state in their treatise on attitudes
that, "Since attitudes as stored dispositions have effects not only upon
key 'output* side (overt behavior) but also on the various 'input'

processes as well, we can see more clearly why

it

is

useful to deal with

attitudes as focal points of the psychological organization of the
ind ividual

U- El

•"

6

Attitude Chang e
Attitudes, as enduring systems tend
to constrict, conserve and
stabalize an individual's world.
jects in his world, he

is

to changes in attitudes.

that is a change

m

However, since man interacts with ob-

responsive to changes in this world, and
thus

Attitude change can be of an

the sign of the existing attitude
(from positive to

negative, or negative to positive) or
of the sign.

a

decrease in the initial amount

Attitude change can be also

direction of the change
tude.

incongruent type,

is

a

congruent change because the

congruent with the sign of the existing atti-

(Krech et al., 1962)

The modifiability of an attitude depends upon
the characteristics of
the attitude system, and the personality and
group affiliations of the

individual.

Both pre-existing attitudes and the characteristics
of the

individual who holds the attitude can effect change.

Attitude change

depends on the receipt of new information that in some
way

is

the attitude object from the point of view of the
holder.

When informa-

tion has been revised for an individual
et al.,

it

can effect change.

relevant to

(Newcomb

1965)

Newcomb et al., (1965) report that direct contact or interaction with
an object or its composition can effect attitude change.

Familiarizing

subjects with "self-insight" materials appears to be an effective means of

changing attitudes.

Katz, Sarnoff and McClintock (1956) write that this

means dealing with some of the psychological dynamics which shape the

attitude held, by clarifying and familiarizing the subject with some of
the underlying dynamics.

7

The situation, medium, and source of persuasion
in an attitude

change event

is

an important aspect.

As Newcomb et al., (1965) state

"Studies in persuasion have made clear that the likelihood
of attitude

change depends not only on properties of the attitudes that
an
individual brings to

a

situation in which contrary information

intro-

is

duced, but also on the broader characteristics of the transmission

situation itself, at least as he perceives them

£p

89]

.

Krech et al., (1962) refer to attitude and overt behavior as not

having

simple and perfect correspondence.

a

However, Newcomb et al.,

(1965) point out that attitudes represent intervening conditions in

behavior.

There seems to be disagreement among writers of attitude

literature as to whether attitude change comes before or after behavior.
Glasses

et al

(1965) claims that behavior precedes attitude change.

(1965)

. ,

Newcomb

indicate that it depends on the individual and the situa-

tion, since attitudes and overt behavior interact in a total behavioral,

situation.

The American Personnel and Guidance Association (1967) report

that, "An assumption involved in the use of the affect-behavior dichotomy
is

that they are interrelated.

It

is

further generally assumed that atti-

tude change will result in behavior change.

If

valid, attitude change precedes behavior change,

these assumptions are
.

.

.

£?•

."

3l|

ROLE-PLAYIN G;
One technique which has had considerable use in attempting to change

attitudes of individuals towards objects in their environment
p i ay i ng

.

is

Role-playing should not be confused with role taking.

role -

Role

8

taking which Coutu (1951)' refers
1 eLers
to as
co

a
a

symbolic process by which
.

person momentarily pretends to himself
that his

is

imaginatively putting himself in the
other's place,
finished product, whereas role-playing
tion.

is

a

a

another parson
is

considered a

spontaneous unrehearsed ac-

The essence of role-playing is
making believe that a situation is

real while acting in a spontaneous
manner.

Role-playing took root in

America as a dramatic, spontaneous technique
largely through the work of
Moreno (1934, 1946, 1959). Role-playing
intended as therapy may be
termed psychodrama, wherein a person replays
himself, his own past, pre-

sent or future situation.

In role-playing which focuses upon
the problem

of the group and where the effect is to
modify the group behavior, the

treatment being directed toward the socius
(group),

is

termed sociodrama.

(Klein, 1956; Shaftel and Shaftel, 1967)

Role-playing as

a

group method provides an opportunity for young

people to explore, in spontaneous enactments, followed
by guided dis-

cussion, attitudes towards persons and things.

improvisation in which each member of

a

It

is

basically a form of

group has the opportunity of

playing a role in a problem situation and proceeds to act it out,

spontaneously, without rehearsal, as he thinks such
act in the described situation.

a

person would really

(Shaftel and Shaftel, 1967; Klein, 1956)

Newcomb et al., (1965) state "It has been discovered that under many
conditions

a

subject who

is

induced to rehearse, justify, or debate in

favor of some position quite discrepant from his own initial attitude
will show real attitude change which endures after role-playing
[p.

107

]

."

is

over

9

Role-playing by

a

group allows the members to have
an emotional

experience rather than one that

is

purely intellectual.

Klein (1956)

reports that the emotional experience
results from the dramatic impact
of
the enactment, from the involvement
of the members in the play either
in

active participation or through observation
and in sharing

perience.

Emotional involvement in human behavior
change

a

common ex-

is

emphasized

strongly by Kell and Mueller (1966) when
they state, ’’However, we wish
also to emphasize that we think

it

is

rare that significant changes in

human behavior occur without an affective experience

.

.

.

But often the

most significant conceptions occur after an
emotional experience and are

accompanied by

a

deep sense of internal organization and change
[p.

85)

Klein (1956) perceives basically the same experience
in role-playing

when he states, "Role-play ing by expressing publicly

a wide range of

feel-

ings, may release a group and or individual members, freeing
them to deal

more objectively with their feelings
[p.

136)

.’•

Corsini

(1966) points

out that role-playing is an holistic situation, since, "In
acting out

problem, one acts, and feels, and thinks at the same instant

£d.

a

."
9)

The spontaneity of the situation, that is, the natural rapid self-generating behavior to the new situation creates reaction and adjustment.

reaction and adjustment are due to the fact that there

is

The

no preplanned

or previously learned specific responses to the event, thus the individual

has to improvise and involve himself in the acting.

Corsini

(1966) con-

siders that in this process the individual tends to heighten and exag-

gerate his total involvement which includes the elements of thinking.
feeling, and acting out.

Corsini (1966); and Klein (1956); agree that

10

role-playing involves both inner feelings
and overt practicalities (or
’

overtones

*

and ’undertones’) and as the individual
becomes more in-

volved, more free in his expressions, he
expands his views and increases his insights.
Insights, according to Corsini (1966) can be
in terns of increased

sensitivity towards other persons or increased
understanding of ones
own dynamic make-up.

Kerlinger (1964) reinforces this view of insight

in stating the "It has been the experience
of role-players that they

say things they would rarely say under ordinary
circumstances.
come out with things that surprise even themselves.

They

The method in

other words, tends to bring out motives, needs, and
attitudes that
are below the social surface

[p.

.’’

534]

out that insight can occur in two ways.

Newcomb et al., (1965) point
First, the individual supplied

with information that might be new to him and involving his close

attention to it through role-playing,

is

likely to increase its

weight in his subsequent attitude toward the object.

Secondly, the

individual reorganizes his own store of information relevant to the

object after drawing in other information that he has not seen as

relevant before and in such
than his old.

a

way as to support his new position rather

King and Janis (1956) agree with this point-of -view in

their findings that, improvising arguments to support

a

case tends to

make the individual change from lack of support to supporting

it.

Information and communication content can be conveyed in the

role-playing enactments.

As Klein (1959) points out, role-playing may

be used "To aid enlightenment of goals and purposes of the organiza-

tion

£p.

40

."

However, even when role-playing directors are not

11

members of the organization the communication
of information can be
effective.

Krech et al., (1962) point out that the
information coming

from a source is subjected to the "sleeper
effect"

[p. 231J.

The

"sleeper effect" basically states that with
the passage of time the
identity

of the communicator (or source) becomes

less salient in the

minds of the subjects than the content of the
communication.

Corsini

(1966) and Klein (1956) both report that when the
situations of events

are geared to the concerns of the actors and the
audience successful

role-playing

is

more likely to occur.

Within these enactments and

within role-playing in group settings, Klein (1956); and
Shaftel and
Shaftel (1967) report that the individual tends to bring out
his real

needs, feeling free to do so in an environment of acceptance
wherein an

acting type of situation is non- threatening and thus less inhibiting.
Corsini

(1966); Klein (1959); and Shaftel and Shaftel (1967) claim that

the individual begins to relate this lessened inhibition to seeking or

expressing the need for help with their problems.
Corsini

(1966) notes that role-playing can change attitudes rapidly

when he states,

"...

the whole thinking, feeling, and behavior of a

person may change in all possible directions as

session £p. 20
j

a

result of

a

single

.

Janis and King (1954) and Pettigrew (1964), authors writing ten
years apart, both point out that role-playing demonstrates the power to
change deeply-held attitudes.

Role-playing for the group as

a

whole stimulates discussion as

prompts people to speak in an environment which although focusing on

it

12

sensitive issues is couched in
an acting situation.
can be focused on common problems
and ideas.

Group attention

Participants who are not

actively role-playing benefit by
gaining insight from observing
other
behaviors. Klein (1956) reports
that non-active participants
(observers)
learn as well as actors, especially "
... in insight and ways of behaving differently
...
[p.

117]

Role-playing for the individual places
him in the position of
having to accept other viewpoints
during his role-playing. Corsini
(1966) reports that the individual
begins to add new information and

ideas into his experience.

Role-playing tends to create total involve-

ment of the individual's feelings,
actions and thoughts, in

environment wherein the individual explores
behavior.

a

free

Klein (1956)

argues that individuals know that they
have problems, but do not know

what they need, and may gain insight into
solutions through role-playing activity.
a behavior

The individual after acting out a role,
has experienced

in which he was reacting deeply and
emotionally in the process

of trying to "b£ M

,

gains insight and learns some of the other's views.

13

ROLE-PLAYING IN EDUCATION
The utilization ot procedures
and techniques in education
involving active participation to
promote insight and thought in
learning has
an extensive history in American
public education. John Dewey's
theories
relating to "learning by doing
(Cartwright, 1962, p. 14)" encouraged

activities such as group projects, extra
curricular activities and student government.

"Learning by doing" is also emphasized
in child

development theory as Hunt (1962) reports,
wherein it

is

pointed out

that a child in the learning stage utilized
role-playing as a part ot
the learning phenomena and that attitudes
are also acquired "through

role-playing activity

£p. 43 )

Eleven years ago, Boyd (1957) wrote that, "During
the past

15

years

the uses of role-playing or sociodrama have
been greatly expanded.

doubt, the present popularity of this teachinglearning medium

No

is de-

rived from its value as a training device in various
social, educa-

tional, and occupational activities
£p. 267j

Seven years after Boyd’s (1957) article, Kerlinger (1964) wrote
about role-playing, that,

"...

it holds great promise as an obser-

vation-measurement tool of behavioral research, though its use has been
quite limited

....

Yet its use in research in social psychology and

education seems quite promising.

.

.

.

vation system to measure his variables.

The investigator uses an obserOr role-playing can be used as

an experimental manipulation without observation.

possibilities are many

Tp.

533]

."

The research

14

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
As we have discussed, attitudes
of students towards guidance
is
an important aspect of the utilization
of these services.
1965; Rippce,

1965)

(Brough,

Role-playing, a group procedure, has an
effect on

attitude change and has been proven to
be useful in education, business
and psychology.

(Corsini, 1966; Klein, 1956 & 1959;
Pettigrew, 1946;

Shaftel and Shaftel, 1967)
Peters and Farwell (1967) write that, "In
the guidance program we
are greatly concerned with activities
which affect the attitudes, in-

terests, emotions and beliefs of the students.

Any type of organized

group service which facilitates the provision
of needed experiences
for intelligent personal planning and adjustment
can properly be con-

sidered within the context of group procedures

group procedure then is role-playing.

Johnson, Stef f Ire
is a

,

[p.

260j

."

Such a

This view is reinforced by

and Edelfelt (1961) when they state, "Role-playing

particularly useful technique for problems involving perceptions

of views or feelings held by others.

developing better appreciation of

a

This technique is also useful in

situation, or problem which has not

yet oeen experienced or has been seen from only one dimension

The question arose then as to what would happen

if

Tp.

32bj ."

adolescents,

who may hold various attitudes (positive, negative or neutral) toward guidance and counselors, were to interact in situations relevant
to some of their concerns and to act out roles involving those concerns

and the personnel involved in them.

The personnel involved in these

15

situations were cast as students and
adults interacting with guidance
personnel who were cast in a facilitative
manner, in order to see if
such a procedure increased the students
use of guidance and facilitated
a positive attitude toward guidance
and

toward counselors?

16

PURPOSES OF THE STUDY

General ObjectivesThe principal purposes of the proposed
study were to determine
the effects of spontaneous role-playing
on student attitudes toward

counselors, toward guidance, requests for
guidance, and the frequency
of student s elf-referral to the
guidance department.

Specific HypothesesThe achievement of the general objectives
of the study were
sought through investigation of four hypotheses:
1.

Role-playing effects positive changes in attitude
toward guidance as observed through a verbal
measure.

2.

Role-playing effects positive changes in attitude toward
counselors as observed through

3.

a

verbal measure.

Role-playing brings about behavioral change in attitude
toward guidance as revealed by written requests for guidance.

4.

Role-playing brings about behavioral fchange in attitude toward guidance through increasing the frequency of student
self -referral for guidance.

17

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROB LEM

Attitudes of high school students
which may prevent them from
utilizing guidance services can be
of course formed from within
many
aspects of their behavioral experience
as

a

study of attitudes reveals.

(Johoda, 1967; Krech et al., 1962;
Newcomb et al., 1965)

Among these

experiences are two critical ones, that
of school experience and peer
group relationships.
School experience

is

critical in terms of the students experiences

with the adult authorities responsible
for their education and the
services of instruction and guidance rendered.

Rothney (1953) ex-

presses this view in his discussion of the
importance of student

attitudes toward school personnel.

Rothney (1953) cites several cases

wherein students improved in school behavior,

"...

when the basis

of their attitudes were recognized" and when
school personnel

themselves in the lives of their students

Tp.
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involved

.

Friedenberg (1962) and Erickson (1965) discuss the generalized
peer group attitude of many adolescents as being ant i -estab
1 ishment
and
as perceiving school as being a facilitator of facts and
skills only.

The attitude of students in many cases is as Erickson (1965) points
out
one of alienation which

"...

involves detachment, lack of committ-

ment, never being enthusiastic or going overboard about anything
[p.

202]

."

Erickson, (1965) further states the, "Many young people

are at a real loss as to what they should seek to become

£p.

200

As, the author has noted (Wrenn, 1962) guidance bases its roles in

school on serving the needs of students and trying to gear its services
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to help adolescents in this "seeking”.

If this

is

the case, then role

relations between adolescents and educators
(guidance personnel,
teachers, principals) becomes important in achieving
the goals of
guidance.

Sherif (1949) indicated that the group can
become the focus

of role relations, by restructuring perceptions
of individuals and the

pressures that are exerted upon them by the social group
(reference
group) to which they belong.

Sherif (1949) poses the cask of changing

the attitudes of groups as the challenge.

Group techniques, sucn as

role-playing, may offer the possibilities of attitudinal change.
Thus this study concerned itself with change of attitude
and

utilization of guidance by students, through the interactional process
of spontaneous role-playing.

As was discussed earlier in this chapter,

attitude change can occur upon receipt of new information, information
pertinent to an individual, revised information, experience with an
object, insight, changes in affect, cognition and behavior.

Further

that role-playing is an effective means of changing attitudes, since
it

embodies many of the characteristics of attitude change.

1966;

(Corsini,

Klein, 1956, 1959; Pettigrew, 1964; Shaftel and Shaftel, 1967).

The author established role-playing enactments wherein

high,

school

students were involved with objects pertinent to their environment.

Situations (enactments) pertinent to the needs of students were developed
in the role-playing.

Within these situations, the guidance counselor’s

role was represented as

a

facilitator of help for the student, but the acto

student was free to spontaneously interpret the facilitation.

There-
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fore informational and insight
opportunity was given to the
students.
Strang (1958), an active author
in group theory, points out
that in a

role-playing situation an individual
may learn to replace negative
feelings with empathy.

Counselor educators Lloyd-Jones, Barry,
and

Wolf (1956) write that when students
play the roles of guidance

counselors they increase their

points-of-view £p.

"...

understanding of the counselors'
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Counselor educator McDaniel (1956) writes,
that, "Group activities
(discussion, role-playing, problem solving,
etc.) help the individual
to be more aware of previously
unrecognized problems £p.

376]

These problems also seem to be expressed, as well
as recognized in group
activities.

Casey,

(1952) reports that after role-playing certain

events related to the problems of being in school,
that, "Three stu-

dents later told me they were presently confronted
with such problems
[p.

23$

.»

It appears

then that the student may not only gain insight and

information from role-playing activities but may also express feelings
abouc having problems and of approaching adults concerned with
helping

adolescents to deal with them.
Thus the research reported in this paper was designed to respond to the American Personnel and Guidance Association's (1967, p.3)

plea for group experiences to aid in the individual development of

public school students, and to Kerlinger's (1964) suggestions to use

role-playing as

a

research tool in education.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS:

Role-Playing

-

A group method that enables
young people to explore,
in spontaneous enactments
followed by guided dis-

cussion, attitudes toward persons
and things.
Att i tude

-

An enduring system of positive or
negative evaluations, emotional feelings, and
pro and con tendencies

with respect to
Self -Referral

-

a

social object.

A student who voluntarily goes
to the guidance office

without being requested to by the guidance
personnel.

Guidance

-

Is a

systematic, organized phase of the educational

process having patterns of specialized services
in

which the student can be helped in his
educational,
vocational, and personal and social development.

Guidance

is

ordinarily represented by

a

public school

guidance department's services.

Counselor

Is

the guidance worker in the process of working

with the student or students

m

a

guidance situa-

tion.

Role

Is the

behavior prescribed for

a

position.
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Generalizations of the findings of the
present study concerning
attitude change through role-playing
are of necessity qualified by:
the population that vas used, that
is, male, grade eleven high
school

students; the three types of treatments
utilized (role-playing, movies,
and non-active control); the level
of participation of the subjects;

and the kind of experimenters used.

SUBJECTS

:

Ss were dravm from a volunteer population
of grade eleven high

school students at Greenfield High School,
Greenfield, Massachusetts.

TREATMENTS

:

The spontaneous role-playing or treatment one
utilized was

standardized for both Es through an "Experimenter's Handbook
of
Spontaneous Role-playing and Discussion" (Append ix?) which served to
increase the structure of the experimental tasks.

The same type of

standardized procedure was utilized for the presentation of movies or
treatment two in

a

handbook titled "Treatment

2

(T

>

2

Outline" (Appendix

Es roles within treatments were further structured through a preliminary

experimental training program.

D)

CHAPTER

II

RELATED RESEARCH

The literature dealing with research
in role-playing has become more extensive since Rosenberg
(1952) in her very comprehensive

study discussed the lack of research
in role-playing using controlled

experimentation.

Fourteen years later, Kerlinger (1966)
writes that,

"In passing, it may be said that it
is not easy to find research

studies that have used role-playing -especially educational research
studies [p. 536]

A search of the literature related
to role-play-

ing bears out this viewpoint.

Role playing literature classifies itself
into

a

minimal quantity

of experimental research literature and an
extensive amount of

theoretical material in the form of uses and suggestions.
this literature has been discussed earlier in Chapter

I

Some of

of this paper

as a means of developing the author’s objectives.

To add to the previous discussion of literature, the author
will

present the available relevant antecedent research in three classifications:
1.

Role-playing and the Socio-Psychological

2.

Role-playing in Education.

3.

Role-playing in Guidance and Counseling.

Placing this study in its perspective as an applied or field

research study, the author will develop these three classifications

with emphasis on pertinent research findings and only some theoretical
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reports.

These research findings and theoretical
reports

win

directed to the present objective of
this investigation which

be
is the

effect of role-playing on high school
students’ attitudes and selected

behavior towards counselors and guidance.
is used strictly as an experimental

Role-playing in this study

technique for fabricating reality

and is not itself the object of the study.

The lack of systematic attempts to investigate
attitude change

through role-playing is well expressed by Janis
and Mann (1955) when
they lepoit that,

In the

literature of psychodrana, there are

a

few

anecdotal accounts of the clinical use of similiar
role-playing procedures which appears to have been helpful in the
treatment of de-

linquents

and other types of problem cases, but so far as we
know,

the present study represents the first systematic attempt
to investi-

gate the effectiveness of emotional role-playing in modifying
attitudes
and habits £p.

85j

.

Since some comprehensive reviews are readily available (Ccrsini,
1966; Group Psychotherapy,

1

96£

;

Lippitt and Hubbell, 1956: Mann, 19^6;

Rosenberg, 1952) no attempt is made here to review the empirical findings of all role-playing literature.

Role - ula ying a nd the

So

i

-

sy cho log cal

Hass (1948) relates quite succinctly the need and the importance
of dealing with social collective attitudes through reference to cul-

tural groups.

Role-playing as

a

group process

is

presently widely

used as a training method for providing insight and understanding into
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attitudes and feelings, particularly
in terms of groups within

American culture.

Zander and Lippitt (1944) designated
role-playing

as "reality practice" since it
provides a way for reproducing
certain

essential features of real life settings
thus furnishing opportunities
for the practice or skills in
interpersonal relations.
in an experimental

Solem (1957)

research concluded that it appears that
an indivi-

dual involved in a role-playing situation
does not simply identify the
role with another person and simply
act it out but becomes emotionally

involved and actually part of that role.

This conclusion reinforces

the idea of placing individuals in
roles with limited descriptive

characteristics in order to allow them to "be" the
other person.

Culbertson (1957) found that when subjects underwent
role-playing and
"were" another person in a role-playing event,

a

positive attitude

growth was observed toward negro integration in housing
by Ss who roleplayed.

Culbertson (1957) also reports that subjects who role-played

who had a pretest score on the F scale (authoritarianism)
below the
median, for the total subjects in the experiment, changed
more in

favorable direction.

Reissman (1964) suggested that role-playing

a

is

an excellent vehicle to development of rapport between professional

employees in psycho-social fields.

This view was upheld in an earlier

work by Luszki (l95l) wherein it was founded that sensitivity and

objectivity training in role-playing can lead to greater empathy in
interpersonal relations.

Steiner and Field (i960) in

a

study of the

effects of role-playing on attitudes of students toward the desegre-

gation of schools, found that roles assigned during the enactments
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affected group members' perceptions
of each other.

Janis and King

(1954, 1956) using experimentally
controlled methods (experimental

treatment and control groups) found
that active participation in
rolt.

playing significantly altered opinions
previously held.

Janis

and Mann (1965), sighting their
study as one of the first studies to

systematically attempt to investigate the
effectiveness of emotional
role-playing in modifying attitudes and
habits

,

report significant

change in strengthening anti-smoking
attitudes and reducing excessive

smoking habits.

alcholism in

a

Weiner (1966) reporcs some success in the
treatment of
number of clinical studies.

Lewis and Clevland (1966)

report considerable success with role-playing
utilized to increase

student nurses positive attitudes toward
psychiatric patients.

An interesting study by Rath and Misra
(1963) relates directly to
some of the techniques used in this author's study
of attitude change

through role-playing.

Rath and Misra (1963) report that in role-

playing to change attitudes, a group of approximately seven subjects
has the greatest effect on change; that the seven group members
should

not all have the same attitude; and that the amount of participation
in discussion does not correlate with the amount of deviation
from the

group norm for the change.

Role-playing in Education

Although research studies of role-playing in education have been
limited as reported by Kerlinger (1966), nevertheless much material in
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the form of reports and
classroom use of Che technique
is available.

Many comprehensive reports on the
use of role-playing as an
educational technique in the 1940's

and 1950's (Boyd 1957; Hendry,

Zander

Wt &

1947; Katona 1949; Vnepler
1959; and Nichols 1954) report

favorable use in a variety of classroom
and school situations.
Later reports, comprehensive reviews,
and suggested applications
of role-playing in the 1960's are
well documented (Chesler and Fox,
1966; Corsini,

1966; Herman,

1964; Shaftel and Shaftel, 1966).

Among these many reports and reviews
are some interesting re-

search applications and practical classroom
reports significant to
this study of changes in attitudes through
role-playing.
In an early report, Sobel

(1951) discusses the use of role-play-

ing to reduce misbehavior in the classroom
through exploration of

acceptable and interpersonal behavior.
(1962) details,

In a

later report, Fein

in a case study, how discipline can be aided

in the

classroom when feelings, attitudes and value systems
are played out
in the open.

A recent research study, by Harth (1966) perhaps

is

the

only study available in research literature with somewhat
similiar

kinds of objectives as this author’s study.

Harth (1966), found that

the classroom behavior of a group of emotionally disturbed
children

changed significantly in

a

positive direction after role-playing

enactments involving school personnel.

Role-playing as

a

means of stimulating thought and reasoning to

aid in classroom goals is discussed bv McCalib (1965) in an

enthusiastic plea for role-playing.

Herman (1964) encouragingly
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suggests that role-pl aying
caa change attltudes>
standing, and create reflective
thinking,

d

„

rate under _

stern (1965) in his re-

port reinforces this view
that role-playing is a
stimulator of reflective thought.

Classroom role-playing of social
problems and social responsibilities in society (related to
attitude change) is perhaps one
of the
most widely favored and developing
uses of the technique. Wynn
(1964)
utilized three role-playing
enactments and discussions with
sixth
grade boys who disliked a fellow
student, and reported positive
attitudes resulted.

Simmons (1965) describes his use of
role-playing

to effectively develop psychological
theory and understanding to

elementary age students.

Shaftel and Shaftel (1966) report

a

number

of applications and studies of
role-playing of socially oriented

situations which are expecially relevant
to educators in this urban-

onented society.

Horn (1960) was able to report a small
reduction

in the number of students "who would
have otherwise commenced smoking",

following an experiment in which he had high
school students take the
roles of introducing parents of the dangers
of smoking £p

An interesting controlled experimental study by
Sause

64]
( 1

."

954)

using student teachers, reports that the quality of
solutions by the

role-playing group improved significantly as judged by
qualified
raters
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BiL^-pl,ay.j_ng_ in

Guidance and Counseling

Role-playing literature in guidance
counseling

is

similiar to

role-playing in general education
in that there are tew
experimentally
reported studies.
A few books, overviews and reports
in the 1950»s elicit various

material concerning the early development
of role-playing
and counseling:

Hubbe 1

1

,

(Boyd,

1957; Greenfeaf,

1956; Rosenberg,

1952; Weiss,

1951; Hass,
1954; Wood,

in

guidance

1948; Lippitt and

1952).

The reported

literature on the use of role-playing in
guidance and counseling of the
1960's up to the time of writing this study
is documented in (Corsini
1966; Shaftel and Shaftel,

1966).

An example of the lack of research with
role-playing in guidance
and counseling is outlined in Shaw's (1965)
review of the literature
of research on

group procedures in school.

Shaw (1965) reported that

the only available research study using some role-playing,
at that
tiiae,

was one by Clements (1964).

Clements (1964) experimenting with

role-playing problems to reduce anxiety with college bound high
school
seniors, found role-playing an effective technique to stimulate dis-

cussion and express anxiety.

Later, a research study by Anderson

(196 j) found role-playing to be a significant group counseling

technique to enhance group interaction and resolution of problems.

Zacharias (1965) reported role-playing as positively aiding the
insights and thinking, as well as the personal problems of teenagers.
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SUMMARY

The literature and research which has
been cited here provided
the foundation from which the present
study was launched.
the literature embodied

being

Much of

in this chapter reports role-playing as

technique which allows individuals to express
themselves

a

emotionally, think, argue, evaluate ideas, attitudes,
and views.
This occurs in the relative safety of

a

protective group situation,

wherein the individual can even absolve himself of his
own personal
viewpoints by "acting” as someone else.

However, these reports are

not all based on scientific evaluation through controlled
experimenta
tion.

Experiments in role-playing, support role-players involvement

in the activity at a heightened tempo, both as spectators
and players

support the altering of some attitudes such as prejudice toward other
social groups

}

support the altering of habitual misbehavior in class-

rooms; support improvement in problem solving; and to significantly
aid in counseling of individuals with anxiety and vocational choice

problems
A review of the literature indicates a continuation of a long

standing plea in the literature, especially in Educational spheres,
for more controlled experimentation.

CHAPTER III

methods and procedures

The experiment to be described
was conducted during the
spring
term, 1968, at Greenfield High
School, Greenfield, Massachusetts,

The
total time of the study extended
from April 4, 1968 to June
10, 1968.
The sample serving as the
source of data for this experiment

consisted of sixty (60), voluntary,
male, grade eleven high school
students from an available population
at Greenfield High School.
The population was limited to male
students as

a

control of the sex

variable in order to reduce between-subject
variability in the design.
Ten days prior to obtaining these
sixty subjects, the author had
the Pupil Personnel Director of the
high school administer semantic

differential scales,

a

procedure for measuring attitudes developed by

Osgood (1957) to all eleventh grade male
students (N=130) at Greenfield
High School.

(Appendix A)

All eleventh grade male students were

administered the scales in order to have pretest
scores available before
the students were requested to volunteer for
special group meetings.
This procedure also was done in order to reduce
the association of
the scales with the meetings, as well as to prevent
the volunteers

from being subjected to

a

testing situation immediately at the start

of the experimental treatments.

By pretesting with these scales

two concepts "Counselor’

was obtained.

1

,

a

basal attitude rating on each of

and "Guidance", for each potential volunteer

This allowed

a

comparison of change of rating to be made,

of these pretest attitude ratings with posttest attitude ratings which
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were obtained two weeks after the
experiment.
These semantic differential scales
involve having the subjects
responding to
a

a

word (known as a "concept") by
rating the concept on

series of seven-interval rating scales,
each bounded by

bi-polar adjectives.
the scales:

a

pair of

There are four concepts to be
responded to on

"Counselor", "Guidance", "Baseball", and
"Cars".

four concepts are measured by eighteen
bi-polar adjectives.

These
Two of

the concepts "Counselor" and "Guidance"
were used in the analysis of

data, the other two were filler concepts
only.

bi-polar adjectives were used
being filler items only.

in

Eight of the eighteen

the analysis of data, the others

These eight bi-polar scales have high evalua-

tive ratings according to Osgood et el.,
(1957, P. 19 J) vho suggest
lining

'evaluative" sets of scales to measure attitude.
Newcomb et al., (1965) report that, "It has been found
that this

evaluation dimension is the one most frequently utilized when
persons
are asked what something means to them."
or

..."In practice, variations

the semantic differential are being used as attitude scales

§ ele ct- } on o f Sub ec ts
]

In order to choose

members
groups.

(

N=130

)

of

the 60 participancs in the study, all male

the eleventh grade were interviewed in two equal

They were asked if they could participate in eight, thirty

minute meetings designed to bring together high school students with
diverse opinions about school, community, and student life.

It was

stressed to them that their participation in small groups, which
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would bo formed from volunteers,
would add Immeasurably to the
school's knowledge of the modern teenager.

A factor which helped

considerable in having Ss volunteer was
the interest generated about

"student power" created by Columbia
University students at the time of
requesting for volunteers.
The students were informed that the
eight short meetings would
take place over a four week period,
with two meetings per week.

Also,

that the two meetings each week would
be held after school, or at
time convenient to each chosen group.

It was

a

pointed out that students

who were in some extra-curricular activity
would still be included in
the group meetings at a time convenient to
them.

In this manner, the

author was able to recruit students who were
involved in extra school

activities as well as non-actively involved ones.
A "Student Information Form" was filled out by
the student listing his name, age, home address, telephone number, home
classroom

number, home room teacher, availability after school hours,
and willingness to participate.

(Appendix B)

The author, asked the students who wished to volunteer to signify
this on the form provided.

(Appendix B)

Students who were absent

from these two recruitment meetings were sent a "Student Information
Form" with an attached written request to volunteer.

(Appendix B)

The author clarified any uncertainties the students had about time

involved and required attendance.

The students were informed that,

"Some volunteers will be assigned shortly to small group activities,
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whereas others may be called
upon later to participate".

This latter
statement was made in order to
prepare for control Ss taking
the posttesting had the post-testing
not been given to all
eleventh grade males.
From those students agreeing
to participate in these
meetings, sixty
subjects (Ss) were randomly chosen.
The volunteer Ss were
telephoned
each week prior to the two
meetings of that week to reinforce
their

committment to attend.

Experimenters
Tne author was not one of the
experimenters.
(Es) were utilized

Two experimenters

in all treatments of the study.

The Es were both adult males,
holding Master of Education degrees
in Guidance and Counseling and
are at the time of writing
candidates

for Doctor of Education degrees
in Guidance and Counseling, at the

University of Massachusetts.

Both E s were of approximately the same

age (thirty and thirty-one years).

To reduce potential contaminating

effect on the results of this experiment,
the Es were informed that the

author was developing a critique of the type
of role-playing utilized.
The Es were not informed of the criteria
used in this study.

Experimenters

*

Training Period

An experimenters' training period was held for
two days at

Granby Junior and Senior High School, with volunteer
grade eleven students, in which the Es practiced the treatments to be
given.

This

training period allowed the author to evaluate techniques utilized
in
the procedures.

(Appendix C

)

Design of Groups
The sixty Ss were assigned
to ten groups (G) of
six Ss each by

means of
tion is

stratified randomisation system.
(Stratified randomisa-

a
a

blocking procedure wherein Ss
are randomly assigned to

groups but the assignment

is

based on a pretest score.)

cedure was carried out in order
to assure
extent that randomisation can do
so.

a

This pro-

group equality to the

Campbell and Stanley

(

l966 )

state that, "Thus while simple
or stratified randomisation
assures

unbiased assignment of experimental
subjects to groups, it

is a

less

than perfect way of assuring the
initial equivalance of such groups.
It is nonetheless the only way
of doing so, and the essentiai
way

£p.

15j

."

It also allowed

distmct groups

of high and

the author to place a combination
of two

low scorers on the pretests into
each

treatment group of the experiment.

This procedure was done in order

to enable the author to determine
what kind of S

(pretested positive

or pretested negative) is likely to
be most effected by treatments.

This procedure was in accord with the
suggestions of the American

Personnel and Guidance Association.
(1967, p.

9)

In order to carry out the stratified
randomization of Ss, the two

total scores for each concept of ’'Counselor"
and "Guidance" obtained
for each S on the pretest semantic differential
scales was combined
into one "total" score for each subject.

The S's total scores were

placed in descending order scores into ten descending order groups.
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These ten (10) Gs of six S's
each (6) were thus
sub-divided into
two separate groups or levels;
one level called 'Vy'
being composed of
the 3 Ss with high "total"
scores, and the other level
called "A "
being composed of
analysis of data.

Ss with low "total" scores,
for the purpose of

3

Making comparative analysis of
high and low scoring

groups or levels within groups is
suggested by Cambell and Stanley
(1966).

Also the American Personnel and
Guidance Association suggests

this procedure as an exploratory
factor in educational research in

order to better differentiate the
kinds of students group techniques
are effective with (1967,
p.

30).

Treatment Group s
The 10 Gs then underwent one of the
three following types of

treatments (T):

Tr eatment One

(T^

Spontaneous Role Playing: which

is a

group

method that enables young people to explore,
in spontaneous

enactments followed by guided discussion, attitudes
toward
persons and things.
6

Treatment One was administered to the

Ss of a group by an experimenter.

The Ss first were told a

brief event, having several characters and involving an

adolescent oriented problem as the topic.

Volunteers played

the characters in the event for several minutes, which then

was followed by

a

brief discussion period.

Two events were

enacted with two discussion periods during the 30 minute meeting.

A complete discussion of the role-playing utilized in
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Treatment One can be found in the
appendix section as the
"Experimenter's Handbook of Spontaneous
Role-playing and
Discussion".

(Appendix D)

IJSaCHenOsi-

ey

Movies:

6 Ss of a

group were shown guidance

orienteo films which ran in length from
20 to 30 minutes.

No

discussion period followed the movies but
brief written observations were made.

The movie procedure is completely outlined
in

the appendix as "Treatment 2,

Treatment Three

Outline".

Inactive Control:

T
3

Ss, divided into two groups of 6 Ss each,

(Appendix D)

will consist of 12

in the same manner as

all participants, who receive no special treatment
at all and

who do not assemble as separate groups.

All 12 Ss of T^ were in-

cluded in all criteria testing.

Sc hedul ing Mee ti ngs
Tj and T^ meetings were 30 minutes

in length.

Both T^ and T

had
^

8

meetings each.
The two Es (E^ and E

)

each worked with 24 Ss.

had 4 Gs randomly assigned to him, since each G has
Es were randomly assigned two Gs for T

^

,

Therefore each E
6

Each of the

Ss.

and two Gs for T^

.

Myers

(1966), suggests this procedure in order to take into consideration
the possibility that any measured change may be due to an artifact of

one particular group.

Such things as control, position, delegation of

2
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author i ty and activity in
sub-groups are discussed by
StogdiU (1959)
as having effects "on
group performance
£p

.

ff

187]

The two remaining Gs were
assigned to T

as
3

i

nactive controls,

The following diagram
will help clarify this
design:

DIAGRAM OF Ets

’'C

-

Represents inactive control

,

Tts And GJs.
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THe aCtUal eXE>eri

“ ntal

»••«»«» »ere conducted over

a four week
peri od wherein each group
met twice weekly for
thirty minute sessions.
_

Therefore each S assigned
to one of the experimental
treatments
experienced that particuiar
treatment eight times. Corsini
,

1966 )

in

his work in psychodrama
utilizes cycles of eight
sessions.

*hX^al^acil ities

and InstrumPnt-.

H^

The experiment was carried
on in two rooms each
experimental day,
each with at least seven
chairs and a table. These
rooms were located
in the Franklin County
Community Action Association,
Incorporated;

offices.

The two rooms utilized,
were large enough for ten
persons.

An additional room was used as
the reception room.

These three rooms

were upstairs and separated
from the regular Association's
rooms with
a separate entrance thus
making it convenient to receive the
Ss.
The

Association's offices were

a

convenient five minute walking distance

from the school.

Equipment used was a 16

movie screen,

a

*

movie projector with sound system,

a

tape recorder with which the
role-playing sessions were

recorded, and paper and pencils.
Postte st ing

Two weeks following the completion of all
treatments of the

experiment all eleventh grade male students were
administered the pre
tested semantic differential scales by the same
Pupil Personnel Direc
tor who gave the pretests.

This procedure allowed the author to
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uti

the semantic differential after
a short time period has
elapsed,

for possible behavior change to
occur outside the treatment
period.

This delay in posttesting also allowed
the author to record behavior

changes in self-referral for guidance
after treatments.

One week

following the treatments, all eleventh
grade students completed

"Guidance Appointment Form" which
dent.

(Appendix A

is a

a

request for guidance by the stu-

)

The following criteria were utilized in
this study:
P-g 9 ue s.h_f or guidance.
.

.

In discussing the selection of criteria

.

measures in group research, the American Personnel
and Guidance Association (1967) comment that the

"

simpl e commitment to e xamine the possi-

bility of change" (in one's conception of self,
relationship with other
persons, behavior in school, and the like) may be a very
significantpart of counseling research (p. 20)

ment Form

(Appendix A

)

Therefore the "Guidance Appoint-

.

completed by all grade eleven students was

simply a form in which the students were able to signify their
interest
in obtaining an appointment with the guidance department.

Th e semantic o

i

f f erent

sc ales

ia

.

These scales provide

a

measure-

ment procedure embracing multiple dimensions of attitude measurement
designed as combination of
method.

a

scaling procedure and an association

The subject responds to a word (known as a "concept") by

rating it on a series of seven- interval rating scales, each bounded by
a

pair of bi-polar adjectives,

Newcomb et al., (1965) write that, "In practice, variations of the
semantic differential are being used as attitude scales."

"The most
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frequent usage at present, however,
involves the rating of words,
persons, and objects along the
dimensions of the evaluation scale
alone [p. 350]

differential
a

Even when this single dimension
of the semantic

is

used in studying attitudes, we are
still dealing with

multiple-dimension scale.

The reason

is

that

responses per selection, that is, one
response

a

person makes two

is

the direction of

choice and the other is the degree of
choice.

With these factors in mind, the author’s
used the semantic

differential scales with two concepts
"Counselor” and "Guidance" as

criteria measures.
filler items.

The concepts, "Baseball" and "Cars"
were used as

To outline these attitudes eight bi-polar
evaluative

scales (adjectives) were used in the analysis
of data and ten other bi-

polar adjectives were used as filler items only.

The author chose eight

bi-polar scales: dishonest: honest, dirty: clean, bad:
gcod
pleasant, worthless valuable
:

,

,

unpleasant:

kind:cruel, unfair:fair, nice:awful.

All

of these bi-polar adjectives are taken from Osgood,
Tannenbaum, and

Suci’s listed bi-polar adjectives and have high rotated factor
leadings
of over

.78 on the evaluative factor as obtained by Osgood’s
et al.,

(1957, p. 36) use of Thurstone’s Centroid Factor Method applied to a

matrix of correlations.

Eight evaluative bi-polar scales were chosen

to increase the reliability of the scales used.

Diebold (1965) explains

that, "Since there is not perfect reliability of any one scale (bi-polar

adjective) for each factor (concept)

representing each factor £p. 178]

,

.”

we use a small sample of scales,
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In establishing the order of
appearance of the eighteen bi -polar

adjectives, the author randomized both their
chronological order of

appearance and the position of each adjective
at the extremities of
each bi -polar scale.

Tnis procedure is encouraged by Osgood
et al

.

(1957).

The author's scale retained Osgood's et
al., (1957) seven-interval ratings between the bi-polar adjectives.
a

7

7

point.

7,

using these intervals,

point scoring method was used, in whicha positive
adjective choice

scored
1

In

points, and regressing to the more negative adjective
scoring

Thus each of the

from a negative to

7

intervals represents score values of

positive direction.

a

to

1

Since eight evaluative bi-

polar scales were used, the range of individual scores
varied between
8 to 56

points, representing the lowest evaluation and the highest

evaluation respectively.
Interval 4 on the

interval scale is considered as a neutral rat-

7

ing, neither positive nor negative.

It is assumed that interval 4

is

one of least intensity in terras of attitude, as reported by Osgood
et al.,

(1.9J7

,

p.

lurcher, Mehling (1959) who used a nine point

192).

rating scale with the semantic differential reports that,

semantic differential
of attitude.

.

.

.

".

.

.

the

does measure both direction and intensity

Furthermore, this gives added weight for the assumption

that the middle (number 4)“ interval in the scales represents the

neutral point in the attitude fp, 57s]

Author's addition
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Remmers (1963) writes that "In summary, the
semantic differential

m

the light of the rigorous and extensive
experimentation that it has

so far undergone appears to be a widely
useful instrument.

one who

...

accepts the logic of measurement and of factor
analysis will be impressed with the convenience, power and flexibility
of the device
D>-

362]

ra l tabulat ion.

During the four week treatment period,

and the two weeks prior to and following the treatment
period,

prior to and following the treatment period,

a

tabulation served as

a

)

week

week by week record of

self-referral to the guidance department was tabulated on
"S-R Tabulation Form" (Appendix A

a

for ail 60 Ss.

a

form called

The self -ref erral

measure of overt behavior between groups*

All guidance counselors and the secretary wrote down all names of
all grade eleven boys and girls who came to the guidance office on the

*S-R Tabulation Form".

A simple check mark (V*) beside the student's

name indicated a self -referral tabulation.

Krumboltz and Thoreson

(1964) used self -ref errals to the library (by counts) as a criterion
in measuring the effects of behavioral counseling on information-seek-

ing behavior.

Cri teria For Sel f -Referral Tabu lat ion
1.

A self -referral registered on the "S-R Tabulation Form"

occurred when any student referred himself to the guidance
office without being initially called to the office by the

guidance, teaching or administrative personnel.
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2.

A self-referral also occurred if
the student during two

weeks prior to the experimental period,
during the

experimental period, and two weeks after,
requested a

counselor to call him/her to the guidance
office.
3.

If

the student voluntarily made an appointment
with a

counselor through the secretary, it counted as
a selfreferral tabulation.
4.

If a grade

eleven student picked up guidance reading

material without having been requested to do so by
the
guidance personnel, it was considered

a

self -ref erral

tabulation,
5.

A

se

1

f - re fe

i

ra 1 tabulation was not made if a grade eleven

student merely did so in order to inform the secretary
that he would not be present at a group meeting, or to
find out when or where the group was meeting.
if the

However,

student did go to the counselor to inquire about

group meeting and

it was

a

evident to the counselor that the

student wished to discuss or seek information about

a

personal, vocational or educational problem, the counselor

regarded this as a self -ref erral tabulation.
6.

The time of a visit to the guidance office by a student

was noted on the "S -R Tabulation Form" in older to cross-

reference the secretary's tabulations with counselors'.
This procedure both reduced the chance of duplicating

tabulations in the daily summation of self -ref errals and
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reduced some error when the secretary
or

a

counselor

neglected to record the referral
Each of the three guidance counselors
in the school are responsible for guidance services of one-third
of the grade eleven students.

Self-referral tabulations were therefore recorded
daily, since not all

guidance counselors were absent on the same
day.

The author fully

explained the self -referral procedures to the
guidance personnel prior
to the eight weeks of recorded self -referrals

.

The guidance personnel

were not informed of the volunteer participants
in the study and both
boys and girls were recorded.
A Cri ter ion Observation

The foregoing criteria were derived with Krech et al.,
(1962)

statement in mind, that, "Attitudes can be measured only on the basis
infeiences drawn from the responses of the individual toward the

object

-

his overt actions and his verbal statements of belief, feel-

ing, and disposition to act with respect to the object

£p,

14 fj

.

Schedule of T rea tments
There were eight (8) days of treatments, two per week, for four

weeks.

On each of these

group meetings.

8

days of treatments, each E held four (4)

For these 4 meetings, each E ran two T

meetings and two T Q (Treatment

2)

meetings.

(Treatment

l)

The time sequence (order)

of these meetings was organized so that each participating S met on

the two assigned days of a week at the same time period.

E^ had his

meetings scheduled in reverse to those of E^ in order not to have
both Es presenting the assigned movie of that day at the same time.
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Since eight groups were actively
participating in the treatments
(T),

for the purpose of scheduling the
time block of each group (G)

meeting, the Gs were numbered as follows:

E T G
1

1

= #111

E T G
l

2

l

2

2

2

Note:

#211
i

E T G
2

2

1

2

= #122

2

i

E T G
2

2

" #212
- #221

E T G

1

E T G
1

= #112
= #121

E T G
1

ViG

1

2

* #222

The first number on the left of the assigned G number (egs
#211, etc.) is the number of the E.

The second number is the T,

and the last number is the G within that T.

These G's were then matched by the author into pairs, one G from
each E, in order to have different T's (the middle number) in each

matched pair.
1

-

The following matched pairs were then given

a

number froi

4.

M atched Pair Number

-

E^ Pairs

#1

#111

-

#221

#2

#112

-

#222

#3

#121

-

#211

#4

#122

-

#212

These four matched pairs were then assigned to one of four

(4)

time periods which was held constant for the two meetings of each week.
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The following week Che time
periods were adjusted so as to
have new
time periods for each group. Thus
each group was divided equally
in
terras

of meeting after school either
early or later.

The procedure of having one E carry
out two group meetings for
each treatment allowed the author to
have six (6) Ss who missed their

respective group meetings of one day,
sit in and participate with the
second group of that same

E.

Thus absentee Ss were exposed to an
equal

amount of role-playing under the same E.
three separate Gs missed one meeting each.

Only

total of three Ss, of

a

One

S

missed two meetings

due to illness, which he was unable to
make-up.

Attendance was considerably aided through

a

system of week by

week telephone calls to eachS(n=48) participating
to verify his attendance.

Although

a

considerable task, this procedure proved to be

very rewarding in terms of attendance.
Since there were two identical rooms available for the meetings,

each room was assigned to one treatment for the total experimental
period
The following diagram of the schedule of G meeting

assignments will clarify this procedure:
Time Schedule of Group Meetings
Day

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Ill
112
121
122

Ill
112
121
122

122
111
112
121

122
111
112
121

121
122
111
112

121
122

112

112
121

111
112

121
122

222
221
212
211

222
221
212
211

211
222
221

211
222
221

212
211
222
2ll

212
211
222
221

1

T ime

Period
1

.

2.

E

3.
i

4.
1

2.

E

3.
2

A

Ti r ~

21

111

122
111

221
212
211
222

221
212
211
222

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

The analysis of data in this study
was structured by and focused
on the testing of four specific
hypothesis which circumscribed the

purposes of the research.
For all statistical tests used in
the study an Alpha level of .05

(probability of rejecting

a

null hypothesis when it is true) was

established as the criterion of significance.

Semantic Ratings
Two Levels of Treatment: T^ and T^
The following analysis of data is for two
levels of treatment, T
and T^ only.

T^ is not included in this section.

A summary of the mean differences
in ratings for the concept

"Guidance" is tabulated in Table

Experimenter

^

1.

The cell means are tabulated oy

and E ), Treatment (T

and by Attitude level

and T

) ,

Group

(G

...

C-

),

and A^).

(A
^

Total means for each treatment group (T^ and T^) were:
= -0.458

T
1

T
2

= -0.250

An analysis of variance tabulated in Table

2

revealed no signifi-

cant difference in changes in semantic rating of the concept "Guidance"
in terms of Experimenter or Treatment

actions.

occurred.
T

)

(main effects) or the inter-

A significant Attitude effect (F = 14.126; p

<

.05)

This Attitude effect indicates that both treatments (T

resulted in differential effects on high attitude students as

and
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opposed to low attitude students.

TABLE

1

MEANS OF CHANGES IN SEMANTIC SCALE RATINGS
OF THE CONCEPT "GUIDANCE"

L
G

A

2

G

G

2

1

G
i

T
2

G
2

i

°2

G

G
i

2

0.667

2.667

3.000

1.667

2.000

-2.667

1.000

4.667

-2.667

1.667

-5.333

-0.333

-0.667

-4.667

-2.667

-4.000

-1.000

2.167

-1.667

0.667

0.667

-3.667

-0.833

-0.333

M

0.583

!

A

L

1C

2

T

-0.250

-1 .500

-0 250

1

Mr

E,

= 0.167

M

E„

= 0.875
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TABLE

2

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF CHANGES
IN SEMANTIC
RATING OF THE CONCEPT '•GUIDANCE”
BY EXPERIMENTERS, TREATMENTS
AND
’
ATTITUDE LEVELS

df

Experimenters

(E)

SS

MS

1

13.02

13.02

0.517

1

0.52

0.52

0.020

1

13.02

13.02

4

100.58

25.15

—

1

188.02

188.02

AE

1

1.02

1.02

0.076

AT

1

35.02

35.0?

2.631

AET

1

0.52

0.52

AG/ET

4

53.25

13.31

—

32

842.00

26.31

Treatments (T)
ET

G/ET
Attitude (A)

S/AG/ET

0.517

14.126*

0.039

1*

* p

<

.05

Table

3,

summarizes the mean differences in semantic rating

for Attitude Levels by Treatments.

TABLE

3

COMPARISON OF MEAN DIFFERENCES IN SEMANTIC RATINGS OF
THE CONCEPT "GUIDANCE” IN ATTITUDE LEVEL BY TREATMENT
T

T
1

A

2

0.667

2.583

-1.583

-3.083

1

A
2
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FIGURE

M

+4

-

E
A
N

+3

-

1

D
I

F

F
E
R
E

N
C

E
S

m

Fig. 1:
A comparison of the differential effects of mean ratings
in
the high and low attitude groups toward the concept "Guidance'
1

.

Figure
gtoups.

1

illustrates the differential effects in the two attitude

The high attitude group tended to improve their rating on

tie

concept "Guidance", whereas the low attitude group, independent of
treatment, manifested lower ratings toward the concept "Guidance".
Lacking any significant interaction involving attitude level,

must be assumed that this differential effect of attitude level was

similar for all combinations of the other independent variables.

it
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Mean changes in semantic ratings
of the concept "Counselor"
are
summarized in Table 4 by Experimenter,
Treatment, Croup and Attitude
level

Total means for each treatment group
(T^ and T
T

)

were:

= -1.417
x

T

= -0.833

2

TABLE 4

MEANS OF CHANGES IN SEMANTIC RATINGS OF
THE CONCEPT "COUNSELOR

G

°2

1

A

G

G

°2

i

S

G
i

-1.333

3.000

1.333

0.667

-2.667

1.000

-3.333

1.333

-3.333

1.000

0.000

1.000

-1.667

-7.333

-4.667

-0.333

-2.333

2.000

0.667

0.833

-2.167

-3.167

-4.000

-0.833

1

A

G
2

1

2

= -0.167

M

0.750

-2.667

-2.417

1

\

= 0.292

Mg

= 2.542

An analysis of variance in changes in semantic ratings toward the
concept "Coun.se lor" by Experimenter, Treatment, Group and Attitude
level

is

summarized in Table

main effects or interactions.

5.

This analysis revealed no significant
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TABLE

5

analysis of variance of changes in semantic
rating of the
CONCEPi "COUNSELOR" BY EXPERIMENTERS, TREATMENTS
AND ATTITUDE LEVELS
su

df

SS

M3

F

Experimenters (E)

1

96.33

96.33

4.304

Treatments (T)

1

4.08

4.08

0.182

ET

1

1.33

1.33

0.059

G/ET

4

89.50

22.38

Attitudes (A)

1

30.08

30.08

1.682

AE

1

1.33

1.33

0.074

AT

1

18.75

18.75

1.048

AET

1

3.00

3.00

0.167

AG/ET

4

71.50

17.88

32

629.33

19.67

S/AC-/ET

Three Levels of Treatment:

T^, T^, and T^

Ihe following analysis of data now includes all three treatments
(T,, T
2

,

and T ).
3

The next step was to extend the analysis to include Treatment

Group 3, which is the inactive control group.
means of differences

in

Table

6

summarizes the

semantic ratings of the concept "Guidance" fo

each of the three treatment groups.

A simple one-way analysis of

variance computed by means cf the BMD01V computer program provided
no evidence to reject

a

hypothesis that the three means were equal.

This analysis is summarized in Table

7.
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TABLE

6

A SUMMARY OF THE MEANS OF DIFFERENCES
IN SEMANTIC RATING OF THE
CONCEPT "GUIDANCE " FOR EACH OF THREE
TREATMENT GROUPS

Treatment Group
Sample Size

Mean
Standard Deviation

1

2

24*

24*

3

12**

-0.458

-0.250

-0.333

5.158

5.252

4.438

* Cell size N = 24
** Cell size N = 12

TABLE

7

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN SEMANTIC RATINGS OF THE
CONCEPT "GUIDANCE" BY THREE TREATMENT GROUPS

Sum of Squares

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Table

8

DF

Mean Square

0.5250

2

0.2625

1463.1250

57

25.6689

1463.6500

59

F

.

Ratio

0.0102

presents a summary of the means of differences of sematic

ratings for the concept "Counselor" for each of the three treatment

groups.

A one way analysis of variance for the concept "Counselor",

Table 9, provided no evidence to reject the hypothesis that the mean

differences were equal for the three treatment groups.
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TABLE 8
A SUMMARY OF THE MEANS OF DIFFERENCES
IN SEMANTIC RATING OF THE
CONCEPT ’’COUNSELOR" FOR EACH OF THREE TREATMENT

GROUPS

Treatment Group

1

2

24*

24*

12**

-1.417

-0.833

-0.833

4.462

4.584

4.469

Sample Size

Mean
Standard Deviation

3

* Cell size N = 24
** Cell size N = 12

TABLE

9

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN DIFFERENCES IN SEMANTIC RATINGS OF
THE CONCEPT "COUNSELOR” BY THREE TREATMENT GROUPS

Sum of Squares

Between Groups

4.900

Within Groups
Total

Therefore

it

DF

Mean Square

2

2.4500

1160.8333

57

20.3655

1165.7333

59

F. Ratio

0.1203

must be concluded that the mean differences in

semantic ratings toward the concept "Guidance" and toward the concept

"Counselor" were not affected by the treatment applied.
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Self-referrals
The mean number of self -ref errals were tabulated
by Experimenter,

Treatment, Group and Week and are presented in Table
10.
ments by Weeks interaction of these self -ref erral means

The Treatis

illustra-

ted in Table 11.

TAB LE 10

MEAN NUMBER OF SELF -REFERRALS BY EXPERIMENTER,
TREATMENT, GROUP, AND WEEK

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.000

0.167

0.167

0.333

0.167

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.333

0.500

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.167

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.333

0.333

0.167

0.167

°2

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.167

0.333

G

0.000

0,000

0.167

0.167

0.000

0,333

0.167

0.000

0.167

0.000

0.000

0.167

0.333

0.000

0.000

0.167

G
i

T
1

G

E

2
1

G
1

T
2

G
2

G
1

T,
i.

E
2

1

T
2

°2

%
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TABLE

11

MEAN NUMBER OF SELF -REFERRALS OF
TREATMENT BY WEEKS
W

W
1

h
T
2

W
2

3

W

W

4

W
5

6

W

W
7

8

0.083

0.125

0.083

0.083

0.250

0.292

0.288

0.167

0.161

0.083

0.042

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.083

0.042

0.125

0,078

0.033

0.083

0.083

0.083

0. 167

0.188

0.125

0.146

0.120

FIGURE

2

MEANS OF TREATMENT BY WEEKS

S

E

Figure 2 illustrates this Treatment by Weeks interaction in
graphic form.
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An analysis of variance in self -referrals
computed in accordance
with a three between, one within subjects
variable, mixed design, was

computed by means of the BMD08V computer program.

Results of this

analysis, are summarized in Table 12.

TABLE

12

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE IN SELF-REFERRALS BY EXPERIMENTERS
TREATMENTS, GROUPS, AND WEEKS
su

df

SS

MS

F

Experimenters (E)

1

0.17

0.17

1.416

Treatments (T)

1

0.67

0.67

5.58 3*

Groups (G)

1

0.04

0.04

0.333

ET

1

0.01

0.01

0.083

EG

1

0.01

0.01

0.083

TG

1

0.01

0.01

0.083

1

0.00

0.00

0.000

40

4.83

0.12

Weeks (W)

7

0.61

0.09

0.818

WE

7

0.29

0.04

0.363

WT

7

0.63

0.09

0.818

WG

7

0.33

0.05

0.454

WET

7

0.61

0.09

0.818

WEG

7

0.86

0.12

1.090

WTG

7

0.53

0.08

0.727

WETG

7

0.71

0.10

0.909

280

30.71

0.11

ETG

JL

S/ETG

SW/ETG
*

P<

.05
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The analysis revealed a significant
treatments effect

P<.05).
the mean of

(F -

5.583;

This result implies that the observed
difference between

^

(0.161) and the mean of T
2

(0.078) was significant.

may therefore be concluded that the role-playing
treatment affected

It

a

greater number of self -ref err als than did
the active control treatment
In the analysis no other

tected

main or interactional effects were de-

.

A simple one way analysis of variance of
mean numbers of self-

referrals among the three treatment groups was examined.

The mean of

self -referrals for each treatment group are tabulated
in Table 13.

TABLE 13

MEAN NUMBERS OF SELF -REFERRALS FOR TREATMENT
TREATMENT 2 AND TREATMENT 3
.

Treatment Group
Sample Size

1

192

2

192

3

95

Mean

0.1615

0.0781

0.0729

Standard Deviation

0.3689

0.2691

0.2614

0.4377

0.2904

0.2790

Z

1,
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The one way analysis of variance. Table
14, revealed a significant treatments effect.

Subsequently, to further investigate the

nature of the Treatment Effect, Dunnett's test
(Myers, 1966,

P.

337)

was applied to compare the means of the
experimental treatment (T
and the active control

(T^) with the inactive control group (T

)

)

The Dunnett test holds the alpha level (.05) constant
for such a

series of comparisons.

TABLE 14

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF MEAN NUMBERS OF SELF -REFERRALS OF
TREATMENT 1, TREATMENT 2, AND TREATMENT 3

Sum of Squares

Between Groups

Within Groups
Total

The statistic T

-

Mean Square

0.8354

2

0.4177

46.3125

477

0.0971

47.1479

479

T

/

2MS

statistic, distributed on

2

(the df in the error term).

sented in Table 15.

DF

/

cLf

144

F. Ratio

4.3022

was evaluated against the d

(the number of means) and 477

djf

Results of the two tailed tests are pre-
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TABLE

15

COMPARISONS OF ROLE-PLAYING (T ^ ) AND ACTIVE
CONTROL (T
REI ERRAL KEAN RATINGS WITH THE
INACTIVE CONTROL (T )

)

SELF

3

SELF -REFERRAL MEAN RATING

Means Compared
T

’

T
3

1

t
3

Thus

Contrast

Difference

d

0.162

-

.073

.089

2.43

0.078

-

.073

.005

0.14

"

T

a

significant difference was revealed between the mean
of T

(role-playing), and the mean of T^ (inactive control).

observed difference between the mean of T
2

However, the

and the mean of T

control treatment, did not prove to be significant.

It may therefore

be concluded, that the experimental treatment role-playing
(T
a

the

,

)

affected

greater number of self-ref errals for guidance than either the active

control group (T^) or the inactive control treatment (T

)

Request for Guidanc e
The final part of the analysis involved a non-parametr i c chi

square test, to ascertain whether or not the frequency of students requesting guidance services was independent of the treatment in which
they had been involved.

Observed and theoretical frequencies of

students requesting guidance are tabulated in Table 16.
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TABLE 16

OBSERVED AND THEORETICAL FREQUENCIES
OF
REQUEST FOR GUIDANCE TABULATIONS
Yes

Treatment 1
(role-playing)

Treatment

2

No

16(9.2)

8(14.8)

24

5(9.2)

19(14.8)

24

2(4.6)

I0( 7.4)

12

37

60

(movies)

Control

Totals

23

—

—

—

*

* P

<

X

2

Total

= 13.641*

*01

The result of this analysis (X 2 = 13.641;
p

.01) was sufficient

to reject the hypothesis that the proportion of
students requesting

guidance was independent of the treatment to which they had
been
subjected
A further inspection of Table 16, reveals that two thirds of
the roie-playing group requested additional guidance services, while

less than twenty-five percent of the active (T^) and inactive con-

trol

(T

It

)

groups made similar requests for guidance services.

must therefore be concluded that role-playing does effect the

frequency with which participants will request further guidance services .

CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The principal purposes of this
investigation were to determine
the effects of spontaneous
role-playing on student attitudes
toward

counselors, guidance, requests for
guidance, and the frequency of

student self-referral to the guidance
department.
A review of related literature
established the relevance and

need for such

a

study.

Methodolog y

Under the guise of

a

survey of student needs in public high

schools purportedly interested in the
problems, topics and issues of

concern to students in school, home and community
settings; roleplaying, movies and control procedures were
applied to 60 volunteer,
male, grade eleven high school students who had
been randomly assigned
to treatment conditions.

The study was conducted through use of

a

hierarchical design

containing two between-group variables (Experimenters and
Treatments)
and one within-group variable (Level of Attitude).

Three dependent variables were used as measurement change
criteria
These were:
1.

Two semantic differential scales rating the concepts

"Guidance" and "Counselor" used in an eight week pretest
posttest method, in which difference ratings were calculated as measurement data.
2.

A "Guidance Appointment Form", administered one week
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following final treatments, tabulated as one
scorepoint

(1

point) by a simple "yes" response.

A Self-referral Tabulation recorded
as one score-

3.

point

(1

point) which was simply a tabulation of

students' self -ref erral for guidance over an eight
week time period.

The experiment was conducted over an eight week period,
with two

weeks being a pre non- treatment period and two other weeks
treatment period, with four weeks of treatment.

Sixty students were

randomly assigned to ten treatment groups of six Ss each by
of stratified randomization.

post non-

a

This process allowed the

6

a

Ss of each

group to be equally divided between a high attitude level and
attitude level.

These eight groups attended two half-

hour meetings each week, for four weeks.

Four groups were assigned to

one E and four groups assigned to another E.
(T^)

low

a

Eight groups were assigned to one of two treatments

either role-playing or movies.

the control

process

Two groups were held as

Each E conducted two role-playing groups

.

Ss each and two movie groups (T

)

2

(T

)

of six

of six Ss each, each scheduled meeting

day

Each meeting of each treatment lasted thirty (30) minutes.

ment

1,

was

a

Treat-

standardized procedure of spontaneous role-playing, which

consisted of having the six Ss enact two
each followed by

a

5

6

minute role-playing events

minute discussion period based on themes relevant

to their peer group and involving a guidance counseling orientation.

Treatment

2

consisted of

a

guidance oriented movie and

of writing observations about the movie.

a

brief period
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Both T
l

(Role-playing) and T
2

(Movie) were standardized in

procedure for both Es who underwent a brief
training period.

Neither Ss or Es were made aware of the actual
purposes of the
investigation.
Results
The piincipal purposes of this study were to determine
the effects
of

spontaneous role-playing on student attitudes toward
counselors,

toward guidance, requests for guidance, and the frequency
of student

self-referral to the guidance department.
In order to achieve the principal purposes,

four hypotheses were

declared and then tested through the application of three criteria:
semantic differential scales and tabulations of requests for guidance
and self -ref errals

Att itude Toward Guid an ce

The first hypothesis that, "role-playing effects positive

changes in attitude toward guidance as observed through a verbal measure"
as revealed through changes

the evidence.

in semantic ratings was not supported by

Analysis of variance revealed no significant differences

in changes in semantic rating of the concept "Guidance"

in terms of

Experimenter, Treatment and their interactions for T^ and T
?

.

A

significant effect of Attitude Level occurred which indicated that
both the role-playing (T^) and the movie (T

)

treatments resulted in

2

differential effects on high attitude students as opposed to low
attitude students.

High attitude students got higher, while low

attitude students got lower.
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AU

three treatments

(T^

T 2> Tj )

were then tested by a one-way

analysis of variance which provided
no evidence to reject the
hypothesi,
that the three treatments (T^
T;J ) were equal.
Att i tude Toward Counselor
The second hypothesis that,
"role-playing effects positive

changes in attitude toward counselors
as observed through

a

verbal

measure" as revealed through changes
in semantic ratings was not
supported by the evidence.
A

S ummary

of.

‘

se mant c ratings concludes
from the tests applied,
]

.

.

.

that the mean differences in
semantic ratings toward the concept

"Guidance" and toward the concept counselor
were not affected by the

treatment applied.
R equest

The

fo r G uid ance

tmrd hypothesis

that, "role-playing brings about behavioral

change in attitude toward guidance as revealed
by written requests for

guidance", was supported.

Role-playing affected a greater number of

requests for guidance than either the active control
treatment
and the inactive control

(T

(T

).
3

Se

1

f-

ref er ra 1 for Gu i dance Tabulations

The fourth hypothesis that, "role-playing brings about
behavioral

change in attitude toward guidance through increasing the frequency
of student self -ref erral for guidance" was supported.

affected

a

Role-playing

significantly greater number of self -referrals for guidance

than either the active control (T^ and the inactive control (T^)

groups
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Discussion
The principal purposes of this
study were to determine the
effects of spontaneous role-playing
on student attitudes toward

counselors, toward guidance, requests
for guidance, and the frequency
of student self-referral

to the guidance department in
a high school

setting
Perhaps one of the most striking
findings of this study is the
fact that attitudes as measured
in terms of semantic interpretation

remained relatively constant while
attitudes as measured in terms
of manifest behavior changed in a
positive direction in the group to

which the role-playing treatment had
been applied.

Thus, as Glasser

(1965) points out, cognitive behavior
precedes attitude change after

role-playing
Interpretations from the study of the change in
semantic ratings
for both the concepts "Guidance" and "Counselor",
suggest that the

semantic differential

is

not subject to variance over

a

period of

eight weeks toward attitudes following this type of
spontaneous role-

playing.

Perhaps in the guidance setting of

a

public high school, a more

extensive period of role-playing participation

is

warranted.

Further,

that more precise instruments to measure student attitudes toward

guidance services and counselors be developed.

Compounding this

discussion of attitude change through use of the semantic differential
and role-playing, was the finding that high attitude level Ss increased

positively whereas low attitude level Ss decreased in attitude rating
for both

and T

.

Although the reasons for this occurrence are
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beyond the scope of the present study,
an Implication may be that

differential types of group procedures may
be required for different
types of students.

These results support Glasser’s (1965)
contention that role-

playing is basically

a

behavior changing technique which will
eventually

bring about attitude change.

The evidence from this study, wherein

the observed behavior of Ss requesting
guidance and of Ss referring

themselves to the guidance department, indicates
an agreement with the

view that manifest behavior change occurs through
role-playing.
The observed behavioral changes, that is, requests
for guidance
and self -referral

for guidance, are in line with Harth's (1966)
study

which was directed toward children’s positive behavior
in school.
The present research was directed toward increasing student
use of

guidance services, as well as facilitating positive attitudes toward
counselors and guidance.

Thus the observed behavior of students by

self-referrals and requests for guidance was facilitated by role-playing,

wherein counselors increased contact with these students.
and Rippee

Brough (1965)

(l965y both reported that direct contact and experience with

school counselors was the most effective source of student utilization
and acceptance of guidance services.

However, the results of this study

suggest that just contact per se may not be enough with all students.
It appears that contact must be of such a nature that

it will

reinforce

positive attitudes towards guidance while cautiously avoiding reinforcement of negative attitudes as well.
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It

is also of

interest: to note that the
tabulations of self-

referral were obtained through the
course of

no™,

guidance activity

in the high school, which
although an additional function
for the counselor

did not interrupt the department's
activities.

It

was therefore a simple

process of tabulation.
Perhaps also, this study may serve
as

a

source of inspiration to

guidance counselors to utilize role-playing
techniques or even the
technique as standardized in this study.

The author, in conversation

with the two experimenters following
the completion of the study, and

having listened to the tape-recordings
of the role-playing sessions,
was impressed by the interactions of the
role-playing and discussions
by

the Ss.

Intensive and emotional responses concerning
adolescents’

problems and ideas were actively and openly
expressed.

Indeed, as one

of the Ss related to an experimenter,
"Can we come back again?" "This

was really great, expressing our views!"

Before the results and interpretation of this
study can have
serious implications for guidance services, and
counseling, replication
and verification of present findings are necessary.
In essence this study has demonstrated that student
attitudes

toward guidance are amendable to change through the systematic
appli-

cation of role-playing techniques.

These changes are most readily

observable in students’ manifest behavior rather than through their
verbal responses.
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school^tudencraropporLnijr^o'lud
f ami
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iar to them
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3 ’" deS gned to allo
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!

You may have completed this
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Y°U
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f.

re asked

•«

<-•

to P lace your name and
age at the to D of the

Er E£ir?”Yo^questiSi^
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University of Massachusetts? ®
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n
e
0 S0
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INSTRUCTIONS
Name:
Age:

The purpose of this study is
to measure t-hn
things to high school students
by havin. them

tlhese

:LL:VL:T

S

"™

-

flyout

t0

-Oh

of

Here is how you are to use these
scales:
you feel that the concept at
the top of the page is very
closely
to one end of the scale, you
should place your check -mark
as follows:
If

r~

e Is ted

fair

X

:

;
*

‘

•

^unfair

•

or

fair

X

:

:

unf a i

If you feel that the concept is
a_ui e closely relat ed to
one or the
other end of the scale (but not extremely),
you should place your
check -mark as follows:
tr

strong

:

X
:

weak

or

strong

X

:

:weak

If the concept seems only slightly related
to one side or opposed to
the other side (but not really neutral), then you
should check as

follows

active

:

:

X

passive

:

or

active

X

:

passive

82

The direction toward which
you check, of course,
depends upon which
of the two end s of the
scale seem most character
istic
of the thing
you *re judging
If you consider the
concept to be ne utr al on the
scale, or if the
scale is completely irrelevant,
unrelated to the concept, then
you
shou Id place your check -mark
in the middle space
.

safe

,

;

:

x
'

dangerous

IMPORTANT
( 1 )

Place your check-marks rn the
middle of the spaces
~~
this
x
not this
X
'

:

(2 )

(

3

)

;

•

sr

:

—

.

Be sure you check every scale
for every concept
omit any.

Never put more than one check -mark on

a

Do not

single scale.

Sometimes you may feel as though you've
had the same item b*for«
on the test.
This will not be the case, so do not
look back and forth
Ln.j. ough
the items.
Do not try to remember how you checked
7i7Tla7
i
ems earlier in the test. Make each
item a se parate and independent
^ dg I ~-. Voxk at fairly high speed through this test. Do not worry
or puzzle over individual items.
It is your first impressions, the
immediate ‘feeling" about the items that we
want.
On the other hand
please do not be careless, because we want
your true impressions,
i°ok at both words on each scale you
mark. Remember do not omit anv
scale.
_

CARS

dishonest
honest

straight
crooked

dirty
clean

young
old

bad

good

nice
awful

relaxed
tense

warm
cold

unpleasant
pleasant
loud

soft

worthless
valuable
low

high

near
far

kind
crue 1

full

empty

unfair

fair

wet

dry

ferocious
:

peaceful
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guidance

dishonest
honest

straight
crooked

dirty
clean

young
old

bad
good

nice
awf u 1

relaxed
tense

warm
cold

unpleasant
pleasant
loud

soft

worthless
low

near
kind
full

unfair
wet

ferocious

valuable
high
far

cruel

empty
fair

dry

peaceful
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baseball

d i shortest

honest

straight
crooked
d

i

rty

clean

young
old

bad
good

nice
awful

relaxed
tense

warm
cold

unpleasant
pleasant
loud
sof t

worthless
valuable
low

high

near
far

kind
cruel
full

empty
unfair-

fair

wet

ferocious

dry

peaceful
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COUNSELOR

d

ishonest

honest

straight
crooked

dirty
clean

young
old

bad

good

nice
awful

relaxed
tense

warm
cold

unpleasant
pleasant
loud

soft

worthless
valuable
low

high

near
far

kind
crue 1
full

empty

unfair
fair

wet
dry

ferocious
peaceful
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guidance department
Name

Many students have the desire to
discuss their school life and
their future with their guidance
counselor. For some reason or
other, you may not have found time
or have not been able to make
yourself available to see your counselor.

Please indicate here by

a

check mark

(

/)

if

you would like to

have an appointment arranged for you
with the guidance department.

Yes

No

88

^

-

R

Tabulation Formt

Counselor

Name of Student

Date

T ime

Check if S-R
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STUDENT INFORMATION FORM

Name:
Age:

Address

Telephone Number:

Home Classroom:
Home Room Teacher:

1.

Are you willing to participate
in these group meetings?

2.

Please list the days of the week
and the after school hours
(time)

that you are available for possible
participation in

group meetings.

(Use a check mark

/ beside

the days preferred

and write in the hours you are
available.)

Monday
Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday:
Friday:
3.

Would transportation help you to be able to
attend these meetings?

4.

Please list some of your extra-curricular
activities, such as
clubs, sports, part-time employment, etc.
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Dear

.

Perhaps

you have heard, or were
inforn^ri
”
of students at the high
school win
‘

discuss ideas and

vU™

E

m
that

’

''

oTin t e re s t tTbovTf

several groups

brUfl *

C°

f ----- of ^a
^ ^recbg^lnh:t”vou
t

cooperation. We know you
terest in what goes on in
school and what
are there.

e d y ° Ur

y ° Ur
lnVeS d in done To
for you while you
h

U

,

f

n
vmHS

consist of only 1 hour of your
time per week for four weeks
VG a e askin§ y° u to
Participate in one of these croups*
l for only
of 6 I*'
boys each
% hour (30 min.) twice per week for
a total
f
h ° Ur a WGek *
We
do
not intend to keep you longer
?
than
h
hour
J,
in
e group you may be
assigned to and you will be°left
to freely
"
deVSl ° P
Als *>
^oys may not be
initially tllZT
placed
a group, but will be asked
to participate a
a
°n
IhUS yOU ” ay ° r ” ay " 0t be a5sl
« TCd to a group
to start
sJlrt with
wit f
h
butr you can be certain that any
group you are
assigned to will last for only
% hour, two times P er week
as conveniently after school as possible for
you.

m

^

*

Please fill out the attached form as
it indicates.
We can
use you ior the brief time requested,
and we know you will find
it interesting and of value to
you.
Perhaps it may also serve
to make your future educational
activities more likeable for you.
When you have completed this form please
return it to your teacher

Thank you!

L. A. Rodgers
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Dear
from L. A. Rodgers
As part of our survey
concerning students' ideas «-,a
h
r °n
t * bli * h * d
o? s hor“Soup m°;t"gs
iro
"
C
1 n lude as
students as possible L'paJticinJre
? . f
d
much of your time, Che following
scheduled s"des ^ned”to
° niy
t

T

"

ZZ

tC °

--- E"

-»

-«» r-^^^r^srwrs.-sr

1

time-of -meetings are the same
and that only % hour is
required
12^y ° U show thls schedule to your coach
or your employer
a
a
U t0 attGnd at the time
Seated. Since this is
part LpJrt
r
or a student-oriented
study to heln studpnt-o Q
1
and support about their ideas
y
and vie^s „e urge you to
attend the short meetings.
If we can have yoC
aLnd
^ h ° Ur ° f eaCh
We Can add y0Ur views to our
survey with

r

TT

».

™

"

aU^ht

forced

’

As we discussed with you on the
telephone and in our brief
meeting, your schedule of half-hour
meetings has been arranged to
have you meet at four different
half-hour periods, on two separate
occasions each. That is you will meet
for two meetings only at
2.
00. pm on separate days; 1:30 pm on separate days for two
meetings,
pul on separate days for two
meetings; and 12:30 pm on
separate days for two meetings. This
means that no student will
ave to plan on being available nor
participating after 2:30 pm.
All meetings therefore will be held before
2:30 pm. Also all
students will have made equal time commitments
fairly.
.

In order to facilitate your participation
in the study and
get the eight -j hour meetings completed, as
socn as possible we
have decided to carry out these meetings during
a four week
period. We will clarify this schedule with you
at your first
meeting to see if your group feels this procedure
is the best one
ror them.
We will be free to have you suggest changes!
To do so
and to help you complete the sessions we have obtained
the use of
two rooms at the F rank 1 in County Cotmnuni ty Act i o n Inc.,
at 39
Federal St
which is located directly across from Bill's Restaurant.
If transportation is a problem for you, contact
one of the
members of your group whom you will meet at the first meeting.
We will also try to arrange transportation to and from the
high
school if you need it, so that no participant need be worried
about getting back to a baseball practice or such.
.
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at

m

the^eet ings^so

do^r^o

the goal .f
at the meetings if vnn ince

8

^

,

member of your particular group!
Your schedule

is

^

™

mGa,b * rS Wil1 spend
onl y h

views.

,

&dUle

’

Thank you!

^-'y°
know

Let us
° r C ° Py ° n ° fr ° m

attached to this letter.

hour

a

.•<

GROUP SCHEDULE OF:

1st week
1

.

2

.

2nd week

Day

Month

Time

Room

Da y

Month

Time

Room

Day

Month

Time

Room

Da y

Month

Time

Room

1 .

2

.

3rd week
1

.

2

.

4th week
1

.

2

.

#

Group
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experimenters* training period

Experimenters Training for

l~Rol e-playlng (ij)

2-Movies

(I,,)
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Ex perimenters Tr ainin
g Periiod

Two weeks prior to the
beginning of the experiment,
both Es were
given copies of the standardised
instructions for a
treatments of the
study.

U

The author met with the Es
to review and clarify
the treatments
and the Es roles on several
occasions for approximately
five hours.
The Es then underwent a two
day training period of two
hours each
da/ at G.anby High School,
Granby, Massachusetts.

Two groups (#1 and #2), of six

(6)

voluntary male students each,

from grade eleven, were utilized.

Group #1 was administered Tj, as
outlined in the standardised
procedures, on the first day with both
Es, and the author present.

Group 42 then followed this period
undergoing Tj, as outlined in the

standardized procedures, with the Es and
the author.
The second day was the same as the
first except Group
t
2

and Group #2 recieved T

#1

recieved

.

The experimenter's training period allowed
the author to evaluate
the techniques utilized in role-playing
and movie treatments and to

make necessary adjustments.

APPENDIX D
TREATMENT

1

TREATMENT

ROLE-PLAYING

-

2

-

MOVIES

experimenter's handbook
OF SPONTANEOUS ROLE-PLAYING AND
DISCUSSION

(Treatment

I)

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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t-mon
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t-

t
I

-

e
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6
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.
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Chapter

/

I.

-

INTRODUCTION

Introduction of Treatment

I

- Spontaneous
Role-Playing.

Spontaneous role-playing is
defined as a group method
that provides an opportunity for
young people to explore,
in spontaneous
enactments followed by guided
discussions attitudes towards
t
persons
and things
,

Treatment

will consist of having
Subjects undergo a series
of
sixteen role-playing enactments
based on four themes involving
guidance functions as outlined
in the American School
Counselor Association's "Tentative Statement
of Policy for Secondary
School Connselors."
I

To 6 four themes utilised are
outlined fully in this handbook.
(* See Chapter VI,

"Table of Contents":

Handbook)

Each of the experimental meetings
of Treatment

I.

will have two

separate enactments (or events) with
each event enacted once in the
thirty minute meeting.

Each event will be followed by a
discussion

period
The author has found it more convenient
to clarify the role-

playing director's role

(E)

,

the subjects'

roles (S), and the tech-

niques of role-playing utilized, by
developing a step-by-step process
of each experimental meeting.

*

!•

Note.
All references to "-See Table of Contents:
this handbook.

Personnel and Guidance Journa l

;

Handbook" means

October, 1963; pp. 194-203.

1.2/

TIME SCHEDULES FOR TREATMENT

Treatment

I.

I.

will utilize two time schedules,
both established

on approximate time basis only.

E’s (role-playing director) will
be

instructed to work with these time
schedules as closely as possible
during all role-playing sessions.
The first time schedule is for Meeting
time schedule is for Meetings

//II

1st Schedule:

through

//I,

1st Week.

//XII.

Meeting

//l.

Introduction

7

minutes

Introductory Event #1

5

minutes

Discussion

5

minutes

Event #2 Introduction + Role-Playing

8

minutes

Discussion

5

minutes

Total:

2nd Schedule:

Meetings

//II

30 minutes

through VIII.

Introduction
1st Event

5

m i nut es

(See "Schedule of Events"
Ch
VI. 2, "Table of Contents"
.

Handbook)
Role-Playing
1st enactment

6

minutes

Discussion

6

minutes

1

minute

Role-Playing
1st enactment

6

minutes

Discussion

6

minutes

Change Over
2nd Event

(See "Schedule of Events"
Ch VI 2 "Table of Contents";
.

.

Handbook)

Total: 30 minutes

The second

1.3/

Special Procedures During Meetings.

1.

All meetings will be tape-recorded
for the full thirty minutes.

2.

Each

S

(Subject) who plays a role of an
actor will be recorded

by the E (director of role-playing)
as having played that role.

A form titled

"

R.P. EVENT RECORD" will be used
to record the

S's participation.
3.

Each
week.

S

(See Ch.VI "Table of Contents";
Handbook)

will be given the opportunity to role-playing
once per
However, if

a

S

in attendance does not play a role
in

one of the two enactments of a meeting,
he is still considered
as having participated with his group in
role-playing.
4.

AS

who is absent from one or more meetings will
be noted on

the "Role-Playing Event Record" by the

have the

S

by that E.

E.

The E will try to

included in another role-playing group directed
This will give the

S

exposure to

a

group role-

playing stiuation similar to the one(s) he missed.
5.

Time scheduling will be adhered to as closely as possible

according to the schedule for Treatment

I.

However, since

role-playing involves volunteering for acted roles, and

instruction to S’s with potential overlapping, timing will
be treated as approximate time only.
6.

S's will be seated in a semi-circle at all role-playing meetings.

7.

VJhenever the E sees the word Experimenter (underlined) while

he is following directions,
to the group at that time.

this signifies that he speaks

8,

Discipline problems which may occur
will be handled as follows:
a.

The

E,

in a friendly and authoritative
manner will ask the

S's to behave.
b.

If

the E is unable to cope with the

to him as a friendly authority,
S

s

the

if he/they find(s)
S

S

or S's by speaking

the E will ask the

S

the participation difficult.

or
If

responds affirmatively, the E will say,
"You need

not be too anxious, name (s) of

S,

we will allow you to

choose whether you want to participate in the
role-

playing or not.
can get from it.
S

c.

However, try to watch and see what you
If

this approach does not work and the

continues to disrupt the meeting, then dismiss him and

note the incident in the

Role-Playing Event Record,"

The E will then refer the

S

to the Pupil Personnel Director

who will discuss the S's committment to the meetings.
The Pupil Personnel Director will be asked to stress S's

cooperation as it will help adults understand teenagers.
d.

Note all incidents involving a

S

leaving the meeting on

the 'Role-Playing Event Record."

Instructions for Preparation of Meetings.

1.4/

Before each meeting, the E will follow these procedures:
1.

Check the availability of the room to be used with the office.

2.

Check on school absentee list in the school office for groupmembers' names,

3.

Check equipment in the room which should include; a blackboard, at least nine chairs, a table.

4.

Set up the tape recorder,

5.

Check the necessary forms
required; Handbook, Role-Playing
Event Record, Schedule of
Events, Events for that day.

6.

1.5/

Other required items include;
pen, pencil, chalk.

Instructions for E's to Follow After
Meetings.

1.

Turn off tape recorder.

2.

Complete ’Role-Playing Events Record."

3.

Tidy the room.
Use the follov.ing

Instructions for S's Questions

Mter

Meetings'

to deal with students who carry
on conversation after the

meeting

1.6/

Instructions for Handling S's Questions After
the Meetings,

E's will respond to S's questions concerning
the role-playing or

discussion after the meeting by answering the following;
Experimenter.

'Unfortunately our meeting time is up.

I

the time to explore this issue with you.

do not have
It would

be better if we held our discussions until the next

morning.
The E then will leave the room temporarily or busy himself
gathering
the tape recorder and papers.

Chapter II.

-

MEETING

//I.

1st WEEK

The E will prepare for the
meeting according to

Preparation of Meetings by E's”
(See Ch.1.4,

1

Instructions for

Table of Contents'

1

:

Handbook)

11.1/

Starting the Role-Playing Meeting

When E is ready to start the
meeting and
are present, he will turn on the
tape recorder.

a

minumum of four S's
The Meeting should

at a time which will alow for
a thirty minute meeting.

The E

may tell S’s that tape recording
is to be used to pick out
statements
which will help us understand what
student needs are!

When the above conditions are satisfactory, the
E will say the
following

Experiment or

Cood:

I

see everyone is here.”

the E adds 'except name of

Experimenter

:

S

(In case of an absentee
.

As ycu already know we are gathered in this
meeting to

bring together students with different opinions
about
school, home, community, and people in general.”

11.2/

INTRODUCTION OF

ROI, E-PLAYING

The E will say the following:

Experimenter:

in order to help us recognize various opinions and ideas

held by individuals in the school, community, and home,

we will actively engage in discussions and a form of

dramatic and active problem solving or situational activi
What is meant by this is that instead of just exploring

a

problem or event concerning
school,, home,

"
.

.

.

students

or the community, we
will
win try
t-rv L0
represent it right here

by acting the event out."
"For instance, we could
simply name a topic or
event

which might occur in a school
such as

'a

player being

dropped from the basketball
team due to the coach finding

cigarette butts in his locker'
and discuss it.

However,

if we not, only discussed
it but were to enact some
scenes

or small episodes about persons
involved in the 'being

dropped from the team' event such
as the player, the
coach,

the player's father, or the
principal, we would

see and feel the situation that
much more.

We would then

be part of the event, even though
it is a fictional one.

This process of enacting an event is
called role-playing.’
"As a group we could all try a hand
at involving

ourselves in this process.

It's fun and it's a great

way to handle topics of interest to us.

What we do is

to take the part of one of the persons
named in the

events that w e will attempt to role-play and
discuss."
T

11.3/

INVOLVEMENT IN ROLE-PLAYING

Experimenter (states)
:

have

a

'

It will be more interesting and useful

common experience

off with a discussion.

to

if we

examine rather than starting

We will be able to see that role-

playing is a simple, non-frightening thing in which we
can share as a group.

I

will need your help to do chis.

"What

I

would like to do is enact

a

short scene which

will allow us to observe
persons in action in role-playing
’’Now,

when you take the part of a
person in role-

playing you try to become that
person as you think he is
in his role or position,

teacher, or anyone else.

such as coach, a student, a

All we need to do in that parti-

cular situation is to be the
person as best we can.

Try

to be that person as you think
he would be in the event

or situation we will try.

Just speak or respond to ques-

tions or conversation as you think
the person you are

being in the event would act like in
Try not to

ham-it-up'

or

a

real situation.

when you are acting in the

event, don't step out of your assigned
role.

enjoy it much more.
a

real person.

Don't just characature or imitate

Try to be that person as you would act

if you were in that role.

II

fi

.

A/

You will

You be him!"

INTRODUCTORY EVENT

x P er

:

First let me tell you the story of an event we can try."

The Introductory Event which in EVENT
Handbook'

will now be read by the

)

the Event

//

I

shall play

(Ch.VI,

"Table of Contents

E.

Following the description of EVENT
Experimenter:

//I

//

the E will say the following

1,
.

"

(One person from the

1.)

The E participates as an actor according to guidelines described
in the section Ch.

II. 5 that follows "ROLE OF E AS A ROLE-PLAYER."

"Who feels he can play the
other person
(The other person's role
in Event #1.)

The E pauses and looks at
the S's and allows time
to volunteer.
The E will look at any S who
seems to be interested in
volunteering in
order to encourage him to do
so,
If there
tnert. is
i
roo
no response,
the E will
say
«=

"Who would like to be

there is still no volunteering,

J"

(acted role).

the E will say:

E^erijnenter; "I'm certain one of you
would like to try it out.
be shy.

I

will be the other actor.

is still no response,

Ex^erinie liter:

M

_

name of

S

!

If

Who will try?'

Don't

1

If there

the E will say:

How about you?

You be

(acted role)

Here the E has assigned the role.
Once a volunteer or an assigned

E^.^rimenter:

'Good!

S

is acquired,

You are now
__

the E will say:

(acted role)

"Relax and

take a few seconds to think about your role
as
(acted role)

The E then writes the name of the

Playing Event Record

11.5/

S

in the "Role-

opposite the role name in Event

//l.

THE ROLE OF E AS A ROLE-PLAYER,

The E role-plays in only the Introductory Event and Event

However he may choose to role-play later on.
playing tempo.

ductory EVENT."

//

2.

In order to boost the role-

E follows guidelines set-out for him in this "Intro-

This participating will be recorded.

The E lets Event

Acting Sequence.

//I

occur using the points of
"Guidelines Within

(See Cn.II,

'Table of Contents". Handbook.

stops the role-playing according
to the procedures in "Scene

Cutting Guidelines."

(See Ch.II,

"Table of Contents":

Handbook.)

Following the acting out of the event,
the E asks the

S

who acted

the role the following questions:

E2<p^iment^r;

"How did you feel in the role of

(acted role)

in

this

event?"

The E gives a brief time to listen to the response,
JiiP_e.r_1 inen ter
..

:

"Vihat

.

involved with

The E gives

a

ideas and thoughts entered your mind as you
were
(name of the E's role)

in this situation?"

brief time for S’s response.

The other group members are now included in the
discussion.

The

E says:

Experimenter;

"What observations, such as differences of opinion,
ideas

expressed, feelings and emotions, did some of you observers
note?
What did you people note?"
3.

The E then allows the

S

s

an opportunity of expressing their views

on this question but avoids answering direct questions.

This is done

by using the statement which follows:

Experimenter

:

'There are other views and observa tions

In the role-playing enactments,

.

the E speaks spontaneously as other

actors do, but follows the directions which follow:
1,

The E will play the role and not be the center of attention.

2,

His role will be one which has him play

a

quieter, less expressive

character
The E will attempt to avoid entering the enactment unless prompted

to do so by the other actors.

He will, however, be aware of

and facilitate the enactment in
the direction of the situation

enacted
4,

To facilitate the enactment in terms
of the direction of the
event,

the E will try to draw the actors'
spontaneous remarks

back toward the situation of the event.
5,

In drawing the spontaneous remarks of
actors back to the

situation, the E will avoid reducing spontaniety

„

To do so

he will always relate what he says to what the actcr
has just

expressed and to the situation.
The E then redescribes Event

//

1,

stressing the role of the

E

S.

then says:
jESEEl. i m e

t

fc

:

Remember

(acted role)

(name of S)

,

as you think he would be in this event

be him as you think he would be!

The

F,

you are (acted role)

Let's begin!’

.

.

Be

Try to

1

refers to the "Discussion Procedures" section if necessary,

(See Ch.II,

"Table of Contents":

Handbook.) to help facilitate the

discussion.
The E will terminate the discussion when five minutes has passed
of discussion time,

or if E recognizes that further discussion will not

add significantly to the Introductory event.

The E then will say:

Experimenter

:

"All right,

then,

it seems to be clear to us from this

example just what taking the role of another person and playing
that role is.

you try to be

Remember, in taking the part of another person
that,

person in the event as you think he would

be in that situation.

All we need to do in that particular role

is to be the person as best we can."

11.6/

INTRODUCTION TO EVENT

^^imenter

if

2.

"Now what we will do is involve

:

a

few more of us in a

role-playing event with more than
just two persons acting in
the event.

There will be a group of us.

What

I

will do is

call for volunteers to be significant
persons in the event.
First,

101

me

t

The E then describes EVENT

EVENT #2, the

E

you

g 11

th0

0v 0 n t

as outlined.

112

n
.

While describing

will write the names of the characters Involved
in the

event on the blackboard.

11.61/

Volunteering of Actors.

Once the E has read the event and written the names of
characters
on the blackboard, he will say:

Experimente r

:

"I shall play

(one acted rol e)

Which students feel that they can enact one of the other
parts?"
The number of

S

s

varies with the number of acted parts in the event,

The E waits for volunteers by pausing.
If

the roles are not filled,

Experimenter

:

the E says:

"Who would like to be

(acted role)

?"

The E goes through the list of characters not taken repeating the

statement
The E thanks all volunteers by saying:

Experiment er

:

'Good;

(nam e of

S

)

,

you are now acted role

."

11.62/

Techniques to Encourage Participation.
some or all of the parts are not
volunteered for

If

the E repeats

the following;
E xperimenter

:

feels that he can play one of
the parts?"

''Who

The

E

1.

Do not coax too forcefully.

2.

Proceed slowly.

3.

Do not talk too much.

4.

Allow S's to think about it.

5.

Remain relaxed and secure since S's tend to volunteer.

wrll follow these guidelines in
having S's volunteer;

Only as described.
Brief pauses.

However, if S's still sit back, counter this with
the E saying:
Expei im ente r

;

'Who

It

is more fun if I do not have to assign
roles.

will be

(roles to be acted)

?'

;

The E will go through the list of vacant roles.
If someone

volunteers another

S

for a role,

the E will say the

following

Experimenter

:

It is better if we do not volunteer someone else!

1

The E allows some pauses, since stillness can produce tension to

prompt volunteers.
If

there are still not enough volunteers, then the E says:

Experimenter:

'We can find volunteers to help me enact this event.

"Who will do it?

;

"What part?"

The E will be aware of S's paying attention.
at them to encourage a response.

The E should look

If

there is still no success, the E then
will assign the roles that

are left by saying:

ExEerxn^nter:

M

__(naine of

S)

,

you will make a good

(acted role)

!

The E repeats this statement for the
remaining roles.

Remember, the E thanks all role members
when assigned or choosing
a role by saying:
Ejcpjrijnerctj^:

'

Good !__( name of

S)

,

you are now

(acte d role)

The E writes the S's names on the "ROLE-PLAYING
EVENT RECORD.'

11.63/

Starting the Acting.

When all parts are taken, the E will say:
-Experimenter

:

"Remember, now that you actors have your roles, just

begin to talk as you feel the person you are role-playing
would do in this scene.

Talk whenever you would like to

within the event, keeping in mind what the event is about.
You people watching,

try to guess how the participants

in the roles are feeling as they try to be the person they

are role-playing.

Notice what goes on and how the characters

that are acted in the event react.

Don't look at how they

act, but only at what type of person they present or are in

the scene.
"Is it clear to everyone?"

The E pauses a few seconds.
The E should answer questions poised by S’s not acting in the event
by repeating the above instructions at, "You people

..."

The E should answer questions
poised by the actors by the
following statement, as well as
reading It to all subjects even
If
questions are not asked;

Experimenter

,

The value of what we are about
to do lies in trying

to simulate real life.

Try to act just as you would
act in

the situation if this were a real
situation.

Try and be

them (acted roles) as you think they
would be."
11.64/

Event Review.

The E then briefly relates the names of
the characters in the
event pointing to the

who will play the role.

S

The E then quickly rereads the event to the
group.

The E then

states

Experimenter

:

"Let's take our positions."
"Let's begin."

11,65/

Guidelines Within Acting Sequence,

The E will allow the event to progress according to the
following

guidelines
1.

The E maintains actors in keeping with the reality of
For instance,

the

if

S

says "Really,

I

would do this."

corrects this by stating "Remember, you are
Be
2,

(acted role)

a role.

The E

(acted role)

.

:

.

If comments occur from the observers during the acting then

indicate silence by a hush signal in
tative manner.

a

friendly but authori-

3

.

The E must not direct the
rne anHnnc
actions or verbal expressions of
the
i

S's once the acting is underway,
except as in ’1." above.
4.

If an actor introduces an
additional piece of

information not

expected, let the group handle it as
a realistic aspect of the

group interaction.

11.66/

Scene Cutting Guidelines.

The E will terminate the acting according to
the following guide-

lines

.

The E will cut the scene when in his opinion enough has
been seen
for an analysis of the event or for the actors and
audience to have

gained some insight.
The E

opinions will be based on the following factors:

s

1*

Terminate after five minutes of acting,

2.

Cut the action when the audience appears to be stimulated
and

ready for discussion.
3.

When an impasse has been reached and nothing more will happen.

4.

Cut the scene when the players are merely redoing cr saying the

same things.
5.

Cut the scene when tension gets too high for everyone at that

moment
To cut the scene the E will say the following:
E xperimente r

:

”1 think we can end the scene at this point.

1

'

’Let's take our seats and discuss what we have seen, felt, and

heard."
The above statement will also be stated after the enactment of EVENT #1.

The E will then proceed with a
diocussion period according to
the
following procedures.

11.67/

Discussion Procedures.

When the scene ends, the

F.

will have the actors in that event

comment on their experience by asking
them the following question:

EaieriMMer:

"How did you feel in this situation,

_

,

(Here

the E uses the acted name and not the
S's real name.)?"

Procedures for control of responses in the
discussion are as
follows
1.

Ihe E uses role names in the discussion to
continue the illusion
and free the group to criticize the character
and not the

member
2.

The E always keeps the discussion on the origianl
problem roleplayed

.

3.

Avoid criticism of the acting.

4.

Remember the theme of the scene and don't stray too far away
from it.

5.

Give each actor a chance to respond to the question initially

asked above.
The E now includes the spectators and actors in the discussion as
a

group by saying the following;

Experimenter:

'’How

does the group feel about the event just role-played

and what you observed during it?’
If

this question fails to bring out some

utilize the following question:

S

views, then the E will

Experiment er

What did

name)

(one of the actors, using
acted

say that caused

by another actor)?

1

(

use an incident or remark

’

The E will let the conversation develop
if these questions initiat
e
it

The E will encourage discussion and try
to withdraw hlmslef from
any giving of information and ideas.

techniques

To do so,

the E will use the follow

*

Techniques to facilitate discussion;
1,

Use any of the following questions:
a)

What ideas about teenagers and their behavior seem
to be

illustrated in the enacted scene?
b)

What reaction or behavior occurred when (acted role)
__

said

(use a quote from the scene as one of the actors

said it)?
2,

Paraphrase

a S s

statement and wait for a response from the

group.
3,

Draw in

a S for a

by saying

direct contribution, if discussion is limited,

How do you feel about this point that happened in

the acting

the scene),
4,

(use an observation you made during

(actor or observer)?

Make an observation from the specific discussion situation at
the time,

5,

Let the group define,

examine, and solve its own problems or

acquire it own opinions.
the group to discussion.

Do not supply answers, but stimulate

6.

Encourage participation by including
the less verbal s's with
the statement "^ted^role^^
or __Job
2S rv S rl__ must have
some views on that?"

Do this only if it seems appropriate
to

the development of conversation.

Termination of discussion:
The E terminates discussion when

it

appears that S's no longer are

responding with discussion and ideas, or
when the time limit
this meeting.

To do so,

_Exp_ej center’
I

11.68/

is up for

the E says the following

"That was an interesting discussion and
role-playing event

guess we can end our discussion now."

Termination of Discussion Guidelines.

The E's will terminate discussion according to the
following guidelines

:

1.

A maximum of six minutes of discussion has occurred

2.

The thirty meeting time is reached.

3.

When an impasse has been reached and no more discussion occurs

4.

When

It

S

s

are merely restating the same points.

the second event has not been introduced in a meeting,

the

following will be applied:
For all meetings except Meeting

//I,

the E will go back to the

instructions of that meeting where the second event of that

meeting is to be introduced in the _Basic Outline Source
If the second event has been introduced

Dismissal Section of that particular meeting,

,

the E will follow the

11.69/

DismissaJ -Meeting

only,

//I

meeting,
*-i, D
E dismisses
ismi qcoo the
5, the n
ci

Experimente r
I

:

'The meeting8 is dismissed
dismioopa

Will see you all next
of next meeting)

.

_Jja te

ons
S

l

by saying the following;

T1
i
Thank

you for your cooperation

of next meetin

g

at (tlme

"
,

The E then follows the procedures
of "Instructions for E’s
to Follow

After Meetings" after the meeting
has terminated'
Contents;

Handbook.

,:

)

(See Ch. I,

"

Table Qf

Chapter III, - MEETING

111,1/

//II.

1st WEEK.

Introduction of Meeting #11.
Prior to the meeting

E will follow the "instructions
for Proper

ation of Meetings by E's" (See Ch.1.4,
"Table of Contents":
When all S's have arrived,
Experimenter:
’.

.

"Good!

except
1

I

is called

the E will say:

see we are all here.

(n ame o f ab sent

Remember

Handbook,)

S

(If an absense,

add

!)

the thing we are doing here as a group

role-playing

?

In role-playing, we take the

roles of persons involved in some problem or event
which
we act out and then discuss.

This allows us to involve

ourselves in ideas, points-of-view and situations dealing

with teenagers in our society, community and school

When

you receive a role to play in the event which we will act
out, you try to be that person as you think that person would

be in that particular event.

It’s fun and it’s a great

way to handle the topics of interest to us
111.2/

1

Event Introduction.
The E says:

Exp erimenter

-

"Everyone remembers the events we role-played last time

and the

Experimenter

:

discussions we had,’
"Let me tell you about one of

The E will then read Event #5

.

today’s events."

The E will remember to follow

the order of events in the "Schedule of Events."

Table of Contents":

Handbook).

(See p.102,

Ch.

VI,

111.3/

Basic Outline Source

The E will then refer to the
section of Ch.II.61 entitled
’‘Volunteering of Actors" which is
located in the Meeting

The

111

outline.

will proceed from that point
(Ch.II.61) right through to the

E

Termination of Discussion" section (Ch.II.68)
of the Meeting

til.

Once the E has terminated the Event
#5. he well immediately
start the second event of this day by
calling for volunteers to

replace the actors of the first event.
Ehc^erir^ter.
a

E will

say:

"What we will do now is to have new
volunteers act out

new event."

The E then reads out Event #6, writing the names
of the characters
in the event on the blackboard as he
reads.

After reading the event,

the E will say:
-Exp e r x

en t e

x

Which spectator will volunteer for the role of
(acted role)

?

The E thanks the volunteer by saying:
jvkP e r An

*

enter

Thank you

*

(name of S)

You are now

(acted role)

.

Ihe E will repeat the above two quotations to obtain the rest
of
the actors for the event.
If no

volunteers are obtained, the

E well assign the roles

to

the S's who were previously spectators by saying:

Experimenter
s)

,

:

"

(name of S)

you would make

a

good

,

you can be
(acted rol e)

(acted role)

,

(Name of

.

The E will attempt to avoid assigning actors and make every effort
to encourage volunteering!

The E will then refer to the
section Ch,II.64 of Meeting

entitled

'

Event Review/'

//l,

The E will then follow direction
of that

section (Ch.II.64) right through to
the section Ch.II.68,
''Termination
of Discussion."

111,4/

Dismissal,

The E will use the same dismissal statement
as Meeting

ill,

except

for substituting the next meeting date
as outlined in the "Schedule
of Events"

,

Ch

,

VI. 3.

Chapter IV.

-

MEETING #111 THROUGH

II

VII

IV, 1/ Introd uction

Wien all S’s have arrived, the
E will say:

£a erlmenter
-

:

"

GOOd:

add except

1

»«' that we

«« »U

(name of absen t S)

here.

(if there is an absense,

.

"We will be enacting role-playing
events today as we did

durin 0 our la^i meeting.

Everyone who was here remembers
the

events we role-played last and the
discussion we had.

I

know

we found it interesting and fun.’

IV ,2/

Event Introduction.

feerimenter;
The

E

''Let

me tell you about today’s first event."

will then read Event

"Schedule of Events."

IV. 3/

//

(See Ch. VI,

for that day.

Follow the

"Table of Contents":

Handbook.)

Basic Outline Source.

The E will then refer to the section of Meeting
entitled,

’Volunteering of Actors.

//l

Ch,II.61

E then will proceed from that

section (Ch. 11.61) through, the rest of Meeting

//I

up to and including

the section Ch.II.6B, entitled "Termination of Discussion Guidelines."

Once the E has terminated the first role-playing event on this
day, he well immediately start the second role-playing event by saying'

What we will do now is to act out

a

new event usine

the spectators as the role-players.

The E reads out Event
Ch.VI.3.)

//

for that day.

(See "Schedule of Events,"

"Which spectator in the
last event will volunteer
for the role of

(acted role)?"

Ihe E repeats the name of
the acted role:

Experimenter

:

"(acted role)

.

Ihe E thanks the volunteer
by saying:

Experimenter
Trie

E

:

"Thank you
y

(name ot
of
±L_‘

,
You are now (acted
role)

will repeat the above three
quotations to obtain

the rest of the actors for the
event.
If

no volunteers,

or not enough volunteers,
are obtained,

the E will assign the S's who were
previously spectators to one
of

the roles by saying:

Experimenter

:

"(name of S)

_ (Name of S),

,

you can be (acted role)

you would make a good

.

(ac ted role)."

The E will then refer the section Ch.
II. 64 of Meeting
//I

entitled "Event Review" and follow the directions
of that section

right through to the section Ch. II. 68 entitled
"Termination of

Discussion Guidelines."

IV. 4/ Dismissal.

The E will use the same dismissal statement as in

Meeting

//l,

except for substituting the next meeting date as outlined

in the "Schedule of Events."

The E will follow the instructions as outlined in the

Table of Contents

:

Hnadbook, Ch.1,5 "Instructions for Experimenter

to Follow After Meetings."

Chapter V.

-

MEETING VIII.

V.l/ Introduction.

wm

Prior to the meeting, E^ will fnllnu
roiiow the

Preparation of

rleei_ings by

"Table of Contents":

add

"Good

Instructions for

Experimenters," Ch. 1,4.

(See

Handbook.)

When all S's have arrived, the
Ex perimen ter:

"T

!

I

E will say:

see we are all here,

(if an absence,

'except (name of absent S).’)

This is our final group meeting.

Everyone

remember the many events we have
role-played.
Let me tell you about today's
first event."

V.2/ Event Introduction.

The E will then read Event #

,

to the group.

(See Ch.VI,

"Schedule of Events")

V .3/ Basic Outline Series.

Following the reading of this event and after the

E

has written the names of the characters on the blackboard,
the E will then refer to the directions of Meetings

through to

Source

//VII.

At the section Ch, IV,

of Meetings //III

to //VII,

3,

//III

entitled "Basic Outline

the E will proceed from there through

these directions up to but not including the "Dismissal" section of
Ch,

V, 4.

V.4/ Dismissal.

Following the discussion of
Event
S

’

s

the E will dismiss the

as follows

Ex^ri^te^

"Thank you very much for your
cooperation in our

role playing sessions.

It was very much appreciated."

The E will follow the instructions
entitled "Instructions for

Experimenters to Follow After Meetings".

Chapter VI - DEVELOPMENT OF THEMES
AND EVENTS
The author used a total of sixteen
role-playing events.

role-playing event was based on

a

selected function of

Each

guidance counseling

as outlined in the American School
Counselor Association's "Tentative

Statement of Policy for Secondary School
Counselors"

(2).

Eight

functions of guidance counselors were utilized
by the author with two

role-playing events designed for each of the

f unrations

selected.

To choose the function which served as the
theme basis to each

event, the author first chose four counselor roles
as outlined in the

"Tentative Statement of Policy for Secondary Counselors"
above.

following four roles

(R)

were utilized:

(Rp)

1*

Planning and Development of the Guidance Program.

(R 0

)

2.

Counseling.

(R

)

3.

Pupil Appraisal.

(R^)

4.

Educational and Occupational Planning.

3

The

Each one of these roles (P^. R 0

Statement" has several functions

,

(F)

R

R^)

from the "A.S.C.A

listed under that Darticular role.

From these functions, the author chose two functions which served as
the theme basis for each event.
Fg) and A.S.C.A roles

ROLE

(2).

1.

These eight selected functions (F^ to

with which they are associated are listed as followvs

Planning and Development of the Guidance Program.

Function

1.

Identifies the guidance needs of pupils.

Function

2.

Assists in developing plans of action.

Personnel and Guidance Journal.
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ROLE

2.

Counseling

Function

3.

'

Assists the P u l>tl
as an individual,

understand and accept
himself
thereby making it possible
for

the pupil to express and
develop an awareness of
his

own ideas, feelings, values
and needs.

Function

4.

Seeks to develop in pupils

a

greater ability to cope

with and solve problems and
an increased competence
in making decisions and
plans for which he and his

parents are responsible.
ROLE

3.

Pupil Appraisal

Function

5.

Interprets pupil information to pupils,
parents,
teachers, administrators, and others
professionally

concerned with the pupil.

Function
ROLE

4.

6.

Identifies pupils

with special abilities or needs.

Educational and Occupational Planning.

Function

7,

Assists the pupil and his parents in relating
the
pupil’s interests, aptitudes, and abilities
to current
and future educational and occupational
opportunities

and requirements, long-range educational plans
and

choices

Function

8.

Assists pupils in obtaining information about educational opportunities in the military service.

VI
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Design of Themes and Events.

There were two role-playing events designed for each of these eight
functions,

Thus a function (F) represented the theme on which two role

playing events enacted at each meeting were based.

actments per meeting)

(A total of

two en-

.

A total of sixteen role-playing events

(EV)

were utilized.

These

events were designated as EV
1

to EV
16

This design is represented by the
following
vmg di
diagram:

Diagram of th e Design of Events

R

-

F -

A.S.C.A Role.
Function of the

Role-

EV - Role-playing Event.

Fol

the purposes of implementing one theme per meeting, and role-

playing two events based on that theme, odd numbered F's (in ascending
order)

(F

F,^.

r

F

of the experiment.
(F
1

,

F

r

F

,

,

F

)

were

used

as themes for the first

three weeks

Therefore, the events of the odd numbered F's

F^) were enacted in pairs in ascending order for the first

three-week period.

Even numbered F's (F...F, F ,F
6
S ) were used as themes in ascending
order for the final three weeks
of the experiment,
The following

'

Schedul of Events" will serve
to outline this

design
VI. 2/

Schedule of Events

day

date

FUNCTION*

1st EVENT

1

1

2

3

5

6

5

9

10

7

13

14

2

3

4

4

7

8

11

12

15.

16

1

2
3
4
5
6

6

7

;

8
*

8

;

^he theme of both events on one day is based on the
Function.

(See

Design of Themes and Events

Table of Contents’
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EVENTS,
N

V,

V

\

EVE NT #1
Mr, Anderson
the principal of Meadowville High School is
concerned about the guidance program in his high school.
Mr, Empy a new member of the school’s staff is a trained
guidance councelor. Mr. Empy is invited to discuss student
needs and what guidance services can do for these needs.
Mr. Anderson seems uncertain and doubtful.
Mr. Empy is
certain of being able to help
two characters:
Mr, Anderson
Mr Empy
.

EVENT

//

2

John Kinsley and Howard Barnes are both guidance
counselors. At a meeting they find themselves in a disagreement witha school board member Mr, Smvthe who feels
that the guidance program is not meeting the needs of the
students
three characters: John Kinsley
Howard Barnes
Mr

,

Smythe

EVENT

if

3

John Havens finds that he cannot
do the studying he
requested to do by the school although
he wants to
3d
hC V Ce “ prlncipal Mr Caro1
tales
him to
Mr Field
F?
?
^
Mr.
the
school
counselor who then talks to John
about
s

^

*

it.

three characters:

John Havens
Mr. Field
Mr. Carol

EVENT

//A

Ken .Brock has just about "had it" with
school and with
life period.
He has lost his part time job and
flunked three
su jects.
He is talking to two friends about it.
His friend
Alec White does well in school. Joe Thorne
another fiiend
is just an average student.
three characters; Ken Brock
Alec White
Joe Thorne

EVENT #5
Ron, Luke and Bert are sitting in a car in the school
parking lot.
You know,
states Ron, "no one really cares
about individuals today! No one really cares about me, as
an individual, as a person I mean
I’m just an IBM number!"
three characters:
Ron
Luke
Bert

EVENT

!!

Eric, a football player and Ted,
are talking with Car, a tennis player
Ted states - "I wish I was an athlete
kind of put off sometimes when I have
debating team member/”
three characters:
Eric
Ted
Carl

debating team member
on the school team.
like you guys!
I get
to tell girls I’m a
a

EV ENT H7
Gus and Tad are concerned about the amount of drinking
being done by the group they hang around with. They realize
it is breaking the law and that their parents would be upset
about it if they found out. However, they don't want to feel
left out of the group; so they talk it over with Mr. Small a
counselor
Gus
three characters:
Tad
Mr. Small

EVENT

If

8

Hugh is in a dilemma, he is
undecided about a few things
&
his mind the wisdom of buying
a car w'th rht
3
banki 8
bGCause he has Post-high school
"
studies^
mind.
mind
U
He
sees RRon and CArl, two classmates
sitting with Mr Cold
stern ttelr counselor in Friendly's.
He decides to sH with
three characters:
Ron
Carl
Mr. Goldstern
He ponders

EVENT

if

m

U

9

John Blackman is accompanied to school by
his father
Mr. Blackman.
Mr. Blackman tells John's Math teacher,
Mr! Meers
that John is Goi ng to be a professional
engineer, just like
Mr. Blackman always wanted to be but was
not.
three characters:
John Blackman
Mr
Mr

EVENT

if

.

.

Myers
Blackman

10

Alec Carson has been informed by Mr. Smythe the school
counselor that his interest tests indicate that he scores high
in physical science occupations such as physicists,
chemist etc.
Alec happens to be in the Literature, Composition, Art, Music
and History (Liberal Arts) curriculum. Alec is talking to
Mr. Smythe!
two characters:
Alec Carson
Mr. Smythe

EVENT #11
Mr. Sloan a guidance counselor discusses the military draft
with two students: Warren who plans to go to college, and Ben
who does not plan to go to college,
three characters: Mr. Sloan
Warren
Ben

EVENT £12
Malcolm, Don and Luke have just stepped out of the guidance
office after having talked to Sgt. Tyrne, a Marine Corps, recruiter
about military futures.
three characters: Malcolm
Don
Luke

EVENT #13
Fr

,k

^

"f Kirk "H«y. Fr.„ k ”,
pro baseball for the
Bombers*
°° d m ° ney »
but we have to do some
mid-week travollinV L Maine8
8
New Yo ^,
and New Jersey, for the
*
?
games on W ^
a
we're likely to miss school
“*
on Thursday mornings'”
°
three characters:
Ted
Statelli

If:

wild

-

r

‘

Frank
Kirk

EVENT #14
'

b S

nSel ° r
MlkUa C °meS t0 Bob s
at Bob's
Boh' s parents want him
Bob
to work a full time evenine
work shift in a plant form 3:30
to 11:30 p.m., since they
n »ed
meeb
probl s
Bob's°father.
three characters:
Bob
Mr . Thomal
Mr. Mikita
'

'

re quest.
q ueft

“

EVENT

'

V

-

//1

A committee of students has been formed
to compile and
present students ideas and views concerning
greater representation
of otudent involvement and ideas
in the guidance programs of
Eastman High School. Anyd who is the
school's student council
president is on the committee meets with the
other committee
member who are Tom, Gary and Ken. And is
speaking
four characters:
Tom
Andy
Gary
Ken
,

EVENT #16
The student council of Eastman High School has the
Action
Committee to put some of their ideas to work. The action
committee
composed of Ted and Alec, meet with Mr. Malcom, and Mr. Todd
of the
school guidance department,
four characters:
Ted
Alec
Mr. Malcom
Mr. Todd

VI. 4/

ROLE-PLAYING EVENT RECORD.

EVENT

//

GROUP#

C HARACTER

REMARKS

DATE

EXPERIMENTER

SUBJEC T

TREATMENT II (T ) OUTLINE
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(MOVIE CONTROL GROUP)
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Chapter
T
2

INTRODUCTION

I.

vas an active control group vhlch
undercut

a

series of ,„ovic S

.

movies had themes which were based
on four areas of concern
about
students' needs by guidance counseling
services,
Tltosa

ihese four areas art;

Personal concern: self -understanding
and decisionmaking

1.

of students.

Social concern:

2.

community and interpersonal relations
with

adults and peers involved in the students'
lives

Vocational concern;

3.

occupational selection and occupational

interests' of students.

Educational concern:

4.

school, college and post-high school

needs of students.
^

2

cons * sted

two 30 minute meetings per week for the four week

perl od

Each

1’

2

ing time.
lb

out

movie session utilized movies of

minimum of 20 minutes view-

a

(In the one case where the 20 minute minimum was not met
by a

minute film the S's

were, held

four minutes longer by having them write

slightly longer opinions and ideas about the
i

he max mum time of a film in this study,

the role-playing meetings of T

2

Subjects;

film or films used.

.

ideally was 30 minutes since

in this study were 30 minutes in length.

The E (Experimenter) directing the T
to the S's

film.-)

treatment introduced the film

The introduction varied in length depending on the

Since there is

a .minimum of

20 minutes of viewing

time, the E had a potential of 1C minutes of non-viewing time.

Allowing

that time was required for film breakage or unexpected disruption, the E
used only approximately one half the available additional minutes of

the time to introduce the movie.

This meant that a maximum of
10 minutes

non-viewing or non- introductions! time occurred.
was utilized by having each

S

This additional time

write out a brief description of
his

impressions of the film or films he had just seen
in that meeting.
It was move convenient to clarify the

techniques of movie meetings,

the role of the E's and the S’s participation
by outlining the step-by-

step process of these meetings as follows:

Chapter II.

11.1/

S

1st Week

//I.

tarting the Meetings.

E’s will begin the Meeting
1}.

MEETING

//I.

when all subjects (or at least

S's) are present by saying:

E xperimenter

wood:

:

I

except

(

see that everyone is

name of absent S)

"Remember, it is

here."

(add, if necessary

.")

important

that we all

arrive here on

time and attend each meeting as scheculed."

As you already know, we are gathered in this meeting
to

bring together students with diverse opinions about school,
students, home and community.

In order to help us recognise

various opinions and ideas held by individuals

in

the school,

community and home, we will be viewing a series of movies.
These movies will be presented to you at
for the short period we are together.

you will make observations about them.

each of our meetings

Following each movie
Each movie will re-

present some point-of-view concerning opinions and ideas which
are of interest to us as members of society.

Thus in these

30 minute meetings, we will have the opportunity of seeing these

films."
"You will be given a piece of paper to iot down your

feelings about this movie and its suitability for your age group
and observations you wish to make.
iirimediatelv at the end of the

the paper.

Write these observations

movie.

You do not have to sign

Are there any questions about what we are expected

to dc at these meetings?"

.p arts

answering questions

of the above

nsj nirj- i nnc ± n

.

After a few seconds of pause and
questions, the

i

E will

it appears

there are no more

proceed to the following:

11.2/ Starting the Movie.

The E's introduction of the film will consist of
4

the

following

steps:
1.

Introducing-

Experimenter:

the Title

"We will now watch the movie entitled

(See "Schedule of Meetings and Movies", located in Ch- VI

of "T
2.

Outline")

The E will then introduce some of the plot of the movie
but not the conclusion.

3.

The E will give a minimal description of some of the

characters involved.
4.

The E will introduce a brief description of the setting.
(The E will gauge his time spent doing this on the time

available for filming.)
The E will check the lights and shades.

The E will start the movie.

Here the E sits in such a position as

to be seen by all S's.

If a second movie is utilized,

the E will repeat the instructions

starting at "Starting the Movie" above.
II 3/Dismissal
.

At the end of the movie, dismiss the meeting if no time remains

by

saying:

Experimenter:
at

"That will be all for today.
"

(

I

will

see you next (date)

T he E refers to the "Schedule
of Meetings and

Movies," located in Ch. VI of T
2

Outline.)

If time remains after the movie, have
the S’s write out the brief

description of their impressions of the film as
each one of them saw it.
1.
lell the S’s that any and all impressions are
valid and acceptable.

Then

2.

dismiss them as above, picking up any written
impressions of the movie.
11.4/ Instructions for

E's

to follow After Meetings.

Avoid Discussions with S;s

about

the movies or the meeting

once the meeting is finished.

Respond to S's questions about the

movies by stating the

following

Experimenter:

"Unfortunately,

I

do not have the time to answer your

questions today!"
3.

Busy yourself with gathering up equipment or checking it
for the next

4.

meeting.

Respond, of course, to requests for the time of the next

meeting

Chapter III.

111.1/

-

MEETING
MEETING

//II

//VII

1st WEEK through
4th WEEK.

St a rating the Meeting,

The E's will begin the meeting
when all subjects (or at least
6 S's) are present by saying:
"Good!

I

see everyone is here."

(add,

if necessary

"except (name of absent S")

Ex^imenter:^ "Remember,

it is important that we ail
arrive hero

or.

time and attend each meeting as
scheduled."

The E will write down the name of
anyone who is absent in the

"ROLE-PLAYING EVENT RECORD".

111.2/

Basic Outline Source.

The E will now refer to the section entitled
"Starting
at Ch.

1 1. 2

[located in the instructions of Meeting

//I.

the.

Movie"

He will proceed

through these instructions up to and including the
"Dismissal" section.
The E will also note the "Instructions For E's to
Follow After Meetings"
as discussed in the instructions of Meeting

//I.

at section Ch.

II. 4.

Chap Lei* IV.

IV. 1/

MEETING

//VIII.

4th WEEK.

(Final Meeting)

Starting the Meeting.

The E will proceed as usual
using the instructions of
Meeting //II
through //VII.
However , at the end of the
movie he will dismiss
the S’s
as follows:
,

IV. 2/

Dismissal.

Experimente r^

"This is the last meeting.

at these movies.

I

Thank you for your attendance

hope that they were of interest
to you."

The E Will again not respond to
S’s questions but will repeat
the
statement in response to any questions
concerning the movies by saying:

E^rimenter:

"Unfortunately,

I

do not have time to answer your
questions.

Chapter V.

Day

SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS AND
MOVIES

Movie Theme*

1.

Personal

2.

Social

3.

Vocational

4.

Educational

5.

Personal

6.
7.
8.

* -

Movie**
A
C
E

G
B

Social

D

Vocational

F

Educational

H

Four themes based on four areas of
concern about students’

needs by guidance counseling services
are utilized.
four areas of concern are;
and Educational.

These

Personal, Social, Vocational,

Each one of these four themes is represented

once in every four meetings and in the following
order;
Personal. Social, Vocational and Educational,

**-See "Description of Movies" Ch. VI.

Chapter VI
1

.

Mov j e

-

DESCRIPTION OF MOVIES

_A_.

Theme:
Time:

Personal concern.
30 minutes.

Title:

"Why Do People Misunderstand Each Other?

Description:

11

Analyzes how words lead to misunderstanding
when
people talk to each other.

2

«

Movj e_ B ,
Theme:

Time:

Personal Concern,
33 minutes.

Title:

"Angry Boy."

Description:

Tells the story of emotional disturbances engendered
O

by family tension which has led Tommy Randall,

adolescent boy, into serious trouble at school

recognisable human terms
ticrt of
3

.

Mov ie

,

this film is

a

c

.

pro
In

present?!

modern psychiatry in action.

C_.

Theme:
Time:

Title:

Social concern.
29 minutes.

"How to Raise

Description:

a

Boy."

A boy from a city orphanage is placed with a farm

family.

Each time

the-

boy tries

t:o

accept a friendly

advance, something from the past polls him back and he

withdraws into his cold, unresponsive self
through the two farm boys and
the em o t i ona 1 bio ck

a

Finally,

calf, he breaks throng

4.

Movie

D.

Theme

\

Time:

Social concern.
28 minutes,

Title.

Mission of Discovery".

Description:

Presents the various aspects
of Peace Corps
servJce; the tedium and
hardships, the pleasure
and accomplishment.

They are shown on the job,

at home and socializing with
friends in host

host countries where they are
now serving.
5.

Movie E

.

Theme:
Tine:

Title:

Vocational concern.
25 minutes

"Young Mr. America".

Description:

The story of a college senior and his
efforts to

plan a career in agricultural Engineering.

In the

process of writing a thesis, he investigates
the

contributions of big business to the opportunities
open to youth,

6.

M ovie

F.

Theme:
Time:

Title:

Vocational concern
25 minutes.

"Engineering:

Description:

A Career for Tomorrow."

Outlines the work and opportunities available in
the many fields of engineering and the education

necessary to carve a successful engineering career

7.

Movie G.
Theme
Time
Title

Educational concern.
27 minutes.

"They Grow Up so Fast."

Description:

Pinpoints the values and denied
outcomes of physical

education and shows how these outcomes
contribute to
the avowed purposes of all education.

8.

Movie H.
Theme
Time
Title:

Educational concern.
16 minutes.
"I Never Went Back".

Description:

Hard hitting drama of high school dropout.

